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PREFACE 

First let it be said I am neither an accredited historian nor a professional bioinformatics expert. 
However, I have been absorbed for the past twelve years by genetic genealogy, and in particular 
with what it has to offer my interest in the ancestries of my own surname, McCarthy, and those 
among whom the MacCarthys of Munster lived. Genetic genealogy reveals I was once an O Regan, 
and suggests that most O Regans of County Cork share circa 9th century ancestry with the O 
Donovans of the Uí Chairpri Aebhdha branch of the Uí Fhidhgheinte. Those that do take their name 
from the Riacán of these peoples mentioned in the Annals of Innisfallen, and not from a nephew of 
Brian Borumha as often previously claimed.  

When, following the introduction of Next Generation Sequencing in 2013, SNP analysis confirmed 
the claims in ancient genealogies - admitted as feasible by some historians and indicated as likely 
from earlier STR data - that the O Donovans shared an earlier first millennium A.D. ancestry with 
surnames derived from the principal divisions of the Eóghanachta, my interest intensified. 

It is a regret that I do not have a lifetime ahead of me to further study and develop the information 
and opinions set forth in this article, which has evolved from a tree first postulated in 2014, was 
posted to the internet in 2015, then was last updated when accompanied with an incomplete text in 
2017. My purpose now is to overhaul the 2017 offering, setting out more recent findings and 
suggestions, some of which I believe provide new avenues for enthusiasts, if not historians, to 
explore. I hope to continue to develop both the text and the Attachments, thus for now the present 
method of presentation in preference to submission for publication in an appropriate journal. I hope 
others might find it provides a useful base from which to develop alignment possibilities in years to 
come.     

I am most indebted to the CELT project [1], a wonderful resource of ancient genealogical material 
for the professional historian and layman alike, and without which this study would not have been 
possible. 

The spelling of names in the annals and genealogies, however transcribed, may vary considerably 
from source to source, even when coming from the same period of written Irish. Immediately evident 
will be the choice to amend the name of the progenitor in this story from Oilioll Olum to Ailill Ólom, at 
the suggestion of my learned McCarthy Surname Study colleague Pádraig Mac Cárthaigh; this is in 
fact the form used in the manuscript Laud 610 [2] (or at least the CELT transcription thereof). In the 
text of this article and particularly in its Attachments, Latin rather than Gaelic script is used where 
Irish names are concerned and thus lenition of consonants is shown with the séimhiú represented 
by the ‘h’ of the Latin alphabet, often even where it has been omitted in a transcription into Latin 
orthography. Vowel combinations may vary considerably, thus, for example, Moínach (modern Irish 
Maoineach) and the slightly differently pronounced Maenach and Maonach should all be taken as 
referring to the same name. I have not sought to rationalise such spellings. Dates, mostly of deaths 
shown in the trees of the Attachments and deriving from entries in various Annals, may not be 
precise but with time will be regulated where possible in accordance with Daniel P McCarthy’s 
chronology synchronisation [3]. None of this, though, materially affects the purpose of this article.  

All constructive criticism will be welcome, and where agreed, corrections will be willingly made. In 
these days of facile spread of erroneous information it is hoped that this can be minimised.  

Finally, the presentation of this article on the McCarthy Surname Scrapbook site does NOT give 
reason for those with an Irish Type II haplotype but without the McCarthy surname (or a variant 
thereof) to join the Study: they should instead belong to the R1b-CTS4466 Plus project, where their 
interests will be well served by Elizabeth O’Donoghue and her team.  
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SUMMARY 

Y-DNA test results for many of the principal south Munster surnames place them in significant 
clusters on the ‘Irish Type II’ phylogenetic tree. A best fit overlay of this tree on a ‘historical’ one 
derived from ancient genealogies associated with Eoghan Mór, son of Ailill Ólom indicates a 
rewarding degree of consistency between the two. This is then used as the basis for further 
exploration relating to other surnames purporting to derive from the progeny of Eoghan Mór, and 
some which do not.   

Although the Uí Fhidhgheinte are represented in significant numbers only by the O Donovans (and, 
it is argued, the O Regans, previously only claimed in the literature as having a Dalcassian origin in 
Munster) their shared ancestry with most Eóghanacht septs, as suggested in some ancient 
genealogies but perceived hitherto by some with scepticism, is demonstrated as viable.  

The overlay aligns Conall Corc, the purported progenitor of all lineages traditionally labelled 
‘Eóghanacht’, with the occurrence of SNP Z16251, and his father Lughaidh with its ‘phylogenetic 
parent’, SNP S1121.  SNP Z21065, a genetic ‘brother’ of S1121, is assigned to Dáire Cerbba or his 
son Fiachu Fidhghenid, the progenitor of Uí Fhidhgheinte; their shared ancestry aligns with SNP 
A541, which it is argued must have occurred in the birth of Ailill Flann Bec or a recent ancestor 
thereof. A corollary of these deductions is that we can reasonably accurately date these SNPs using 
information from ancient texts, thus eliminating resorting to less precise methods. This in turn leads 
to more reliable estimates for the dating of various nodes on the Irish Type II phylogenetic tree. 

The subclade of SNP A151 accounts for the final 10% of testers sharing the haplogroup of SNP 
A541. By default this might be seen as equating with the founding of the Uí Liatháin. A body of 
circumstancial evidence supporting this is provided, but more is required. Perhaps a more 
convincing argument is presented for alignment of the haplogroup of SNP A663, a genetic ‘brother’ 
of A541, with Uí Fiachach Éile.      

The ancient genealogies usually credit Ailill Ólom with three sons who had issue. Modern historians 
had discounted Cormac Cas (and The Dalcassians) as deriving from this source long before genetic 
genealogy did. While similar dismissal of a third son Cian is commonly found, the current analysis 
offers the intriguing possibility that his progeny could align with the haplogroup of SNP A212.  

The principal Eóghanacht names of O Sullivan, O Donoghue, O Mahony and O Keeffe, along with O 
Moriarty and O Dennehy (or present day variants thereof), are all found in significant clusters under 
SNP S1121. However, the placement of the major O Sullivan cluster, including its McGillycuddy 
sept, suggests an origin perhaps in a brother of Conall Corc, but certainly not the provenance 
shared with the MacCarthys in two brothers, Finghin and Failbhe Flann, descendants of Conall 
Corc, as written into so many histories of this era; there is, though, a small O Sullivan cluster which 
might truly descend from this Finghin. The paternal ancestry of Ceallachán of Cashel and his great 
grandson Cárthach, progenitor of the MacCarthy dynasty, has been shown not to belong on the Irish 
Type II tree at all. About 20% of M(a)cCarthys are, though, sprinkled across all the major subclades 
of SNP A541, although their greatest concentration is well down the tree in the subclade of SNP 
A664; these will have acquired their surname by some association with branches of the regal 
MacCarthy family other than by direct paternal descent, or possibly even from another Cárthach. 

All those DNA-testing participants who find themselves in these clusters, and indeed of any present-
day surnames found in the haplogroups of SNP A541 and A663, and just possibly those of SNPs 
A212 and A12404, on the Irish Type II tree, can therefore consider themselves as sharing the semi-
mythical Ailill Ólom, purported king of the southern half of Ireland, as a common paternal ancestor, 
or if Ailill Ólom is regarded as a fictitious character, some other single personage of his ilk and era.   
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1. Ailill Ólom’s family tree according to ancient genealogical tracts 

1.1 Surname origins 

Surnames came into use in Ireland from about the 11th century and frequently derived from a tribal 
name which in turn traced back to a past notable chieftain.  Sometimes the source of the surname 
went back many generations; at other times it was recent.  Since a chieftain was elected from within 
the derbhfine, representing the male bloodline of his family, he who first adopted the surname in a 
format similar to that in use today should have been a direct descendant of the ancestor whose 
name he had taken, or at least of this ancestor’s father, grandfather or great grandfather. However, 
by the 11th century, polities such as particular branches of the Eóghanachta could have absorbed 
numerous people not all necessarily sharing a common paternal ancestor early in the first 
millennium, and of course it only required one ‘non-paternity event’ (NPE) concealed from the 
derbhfine at the time of election of the latest chieftain to invalidate the genetic continuity. The trace 
of a present day surname back to a 1st millennium gaelic origin may then be further hampered by 2nd 
millenium NPEs causing ‘surname transfer’, e.g. those arising from fostering, adoption, taking of a 
stepfather’s name, illegitimacy, rape, taking a mother’s maiden name for its prowess, and so on. It 
may therefore seem remarkable that, as a rule of thumb, for surnames which were monogenetic 
within a region, about 50% (and sometimes more), of their carriers who can trace their paternal 
ancestry to that region will be found, through Y-DNA analysis, to share a common paternal ancestor 
about 1,000 years ago. Notable exceptions to this rule of thumb in Munster are MacCarthy and O 
Brien, where lower percentages (around 30%) of the principal clusters of such genetically-related 
males in their regions of origin are presumed to be attributable to the power of their dynasties, with 
many who served under or were protected by them taking up these names irrespective of their own 
origins.  

1.2 First millennium genealogies 

Irish genealogies, having previously been preserved in oral tradition, began to be recorded in the 
second half of the first millennium, though extant sources are second millennium redactions or 
transcriptions thereof. Alongside these, the records assembled in a number of annals provide further 
genealogical evidence relating to events throughout the first millennium and up to the 17th century. 
Most of these begin in the 5th century A.D., but the Annals of the Four Masters [4] compiled in the 
1630s from a succession of earlier sources, takes us back to the time of the Flood and the 
beginnings of Irish mythology. We are indebted to the late Professor Donnchadh Ó Corráin, the 
founder and long-time director of CELT (Corpus of Electronic Texts) [1], for a wonderful resource 
providing transcriptions, some translations and editorial notes on many of these documents. 

The most notable source of first millennium genealogies in Munster appears to have been the 
Psalter of Cashel, thought to have been initiated in the mid-eighth century then subject to further 
development in the tenth and eleventh. A ready reference to many genealogies believed to be taken 
from this is to be found in the manuscript known as Rawlinson B502, or the The Book of 

Glendalough [5], mostly written in the 12th century. The later manuscript referenced as Laud 610 [2] 
is another source of comparable genealogies used for this article; however I am well aware that 
others not consulted, and notably the pertinent sections of Dubhaltach MacFhirbhisigh’s Leabhar na 

nGenealach, recently translated by Nollaig O Muraíle with the title The Great Book of Irish 
Genealogies, might enhance the scholarship, though not necessarily the purpose of this article. 

Finally, in 1703 Rev Eugene O Keeffe’s published his work Leabhar Muimhneach (Book of Munster). 
An English translation of genealogies from this book along with some useful transcriptions from 
other sources are compiled on the Clan Machlochlainn website [6] and have been referenced where 
these augment Rawlinson B502, Laud 610 and the annals. Included here, for example, are extracts 
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from manuscripts 1289 (formally shelf mark H.1.15) and 1298 (formally H.2.7) in Trinity College, 
Dublin Library and from the Books of Uí Maine and Ballymote. 

For all this, there is among many historians a scepticism that many written genealogies originating 
around the 8th to 10th centuries were artificial creations aimed at giving new kingships a validity 
steeped in stories from earlier centuries. We now have an ability to test the veracity of some of these 
genealogies using genetic genealogy.  

1.3 The sons of Ailill Ólom 

The Munster genealogies portray a 2nd / 3rd century A.D. Ailill Ólom (aka Oilioll Olum and other 
variants) as king of the southern half of Ireland. He is attributed with nineteen sons, but only three of 
these, Eoghan Mór, Cormac Cas and Cian, are claimed to have had issue. Six of the remainder 
alone are recorded in the Annals of the Four Masters [4] as having died in a single battle and no 
doubt others died young in similar circumstances.  

Modern historians appear to have agreed, well before genetic genealogy had the potential to provide 
evidence, that the inclusion of Cormac Cas, from whom the Dalcassian family of Brian Boru(mha) 
rose to power from their base in North Munster (aka Thomond) in the 10th century, was a ‘fabrication’ 
born of a desire to show a unification of the peoples of Munster.  

Cian, from whom the Cianachta - although there is at least one competitor for the origin of this clann 

– is similarly considered to have a misappropriated paternity. If not confusing this Cian, with a 
namesake elsewhere, the ancient genealogies tell us that ‘Tadhg, son of Cian son of Ailill Ólom’ won 
lands where his progeny settled in Brega (in Co. Meath), subsequently scattering northwards 
towards present day Co. Louth (Ard Cianachta) and into Ulster. Over the course of the millennium 
their identity is dissipated. However at (2.4) below it is shown that the genetic path of the progeny of 
a son of Ailill Ólom could indeed account for this migration. 

1.4 Ailill Flann Mór and Ailill Flann Bec 

Both Rawlinson B502 {5] and Laud 610 [2] detail that their sources vary in respect of the relationship 
of Aillil Flann Mór to Aillil Flann Bec. Some make great play of the claim that the former was an 

infertile elder brother, both having been born to Eoghan Mór’s son Fiacha, while others simply give 
them as father and son. One story suggests that, on the death of their father, Ailill Flann Mór 
adopted his younger brother on condition that he would be inserted in the genealogies as if he was 
his father. This becomes relevant when the timeline is reviewed (at (1.10) below). 

1.5 The Eóghanachta 

From Ailill Ólom’s son Eoghan Mór descend most of the most powerful kings in Munster for the next 
1,000 years, although it is only at least five generations later, following the kingship of Conall Corc, 
son of Lughaidh and grandson of Ailill Flann Bec, that branches of this family come to be labelled 
Eóghanacht. The most senior surnames deriving, in due course, from these branches are claimed 
as: 

• MacCarthy (and their O Callaghan cousins) and O Sullivan, from the Eóghanacht Chaisíl (of 
Cashel, present day Co. Tipperary).  
 

• O Donoghue and O Mahony, from the Eóghanacht Raithlinn (from origins near Bandon, Co. 
Cork). 

 
• O Keeffe, from the Eóghanacht Glennamnach (of Glanworth, Co. Cork). 
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However, there are many more, not only from these three branches, but from others which 
supposedly trace back to Conall Corc, e.g. 

• O Moriarty, from the Eóghanacht Locha Léin (of Loch Lein, present-day Co. Kerry). 
   

• O Kirwick, and its variants Kerwick, Kirby and Irwin (from the diminutive of Ciarmhac in Uí 
Chiarmhacáin), from the Eóghanacht Áine (Co. Limerick).  

Some of these surnames derive from multiple independent sources, even in Munster, but only O 
Donoghue appears to have such occurrences within the sphere of Eóghanacht history. The 
MacCarthy eponym Cárthach gives rise to a number of O Carty septs elsewhere in Ireland and it is 
possible that one of these also arose early on in Co. Cork, its progeny assuming the more prevalent 
name MacCarthy in the second millennium. 

1.6 The Uí Fhidhgheinte and Uí Liatháin 

Whatever the scepticism concerning genealogies written late in the first millennium to give ‘new kids 
on the block’ a noble history, there are two further groupings in these genealogies about whose 
relationship to Ailill Ólom historians have been cautious but not dismissive: the Uí Fhidhgheinte 
(from their progenitor Fiachu Fidhghenid), and Uí Liatháin (from Echu Liathán). It is claimed that 
these peoples descend from a brother or brothers of Lughaidh, viz. Dáire Cerbba and Maine 
Munchaoin. Even as early as the Rawlinson B502 manuscript several alternative origins for these 
last two are offered. One legend has them as twins, another source portrays Maine Munchaoin as 
father, and a third simply as an alias, of Dáire Cerbba. We will never know for sure, although it will 
become evident at (1.10) below from dating consideratons that Dáire Cerbba needs to be a brother 
rather than nephew of Lughaidh. 

The supposed genealogy of branches of the Uí Liatháin through the centuries is difficult to trace but 
is addressed later in this article. Historians have observed, however, that the Uí Fhidhgheinte (from 
Fiachu Fidhghenid), while not qualifying to put forward its chieftains as kings of Munster, were 
exempt from dues imposed on other Munster peoples, thus suggesting the respect of and a 
relationship with the Eóghanachta ‘inner circle’ commensurate with the genealogies.     

O Donovan and Collins have traditionally been cited as the leading present-day surnames 
associated with the Uí Fhidhgheinte, deriving from its Uí Chairpri Aebhdha  and Uí Chonaill Gabhra 
branches respectively. Whereas both are evident from the sources already referenced, further study 
of texts relating to Uí Liatháin septs is required to identify the eponyms for their present-day 
surnames (but see Attachment 5 for early development of these septs and identification of some of 
these surnames).    

1.7  Der, Dau and Dedad 

Further sons of Ailill Flann Bec are said to be Dau, Der and Dedad, the last of these not be confused 
with his namesake, an earlier king in the Munster region. However, their father may alternatively 
have been Dathluath (aka Deachluath), who himself may or may not have been an uncle or great 
uncle to Ailill Flann Bec. Since little more is known of them and no present-day surnames are 
seriously attributed to their progeny, they are not pursued further in this article. 

1.8 Geography 

Bruree, the King’s fort, on the River Maigue, in present-day Co. Limerick, has a strong association 
with the early days of Ailill Ólom’s progeny and indeed his resting place is claimed to be nearby. 
Knockainey (Cnoc Áine), with similar associations, lies about 10 miles (16 km) to the north-east. The 
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earliest Christian religious centre serving the Munster region, following the arrival of Patrick about 
431, is a further ten kilometres away, at Emly, just across the border with present day Co. Tipperary. 

It is apparent that by or during the time of Conall Corc, the power base had moved a further 35 
kilometres eastwards: Corc, the progenitor of all the senior Eóghanacht septs, is reputed to have 
been the first king of Cashel, and with this Cashel also grew in importance as a Christian religious 
centre, though Emly retained its eminence for many centuries. However, the Uí Fhidhgheinte 
homelands remained around Bruree, while those of Uí Liatháin were at this time still further west, 
although this sept was soon to become associated with east Cork. Maine Munchaoin and / or Dáire 
Cerbba had stayed put!   

As their dominance of the south of Munster grew, septs of the bloodline of Conall Corc spread out 
from Cashel; to Raithlinn (near Bandon, Co. Cork), to Glanworth (Co. Cork), to Loch Léin (near 
Killarney, Co. Kerry), while a fourth maintained a presence at Áine. Others flourished within present-
day Co. Tiipperary.  

While the Cenél Aedha branch of the Eóghanacht Raithlinn stayed much in the area of Co. Cork to 
which their ancestor had migrated, in due course producing the O Mahonys, the Uí Láegaire branch 
migrated westwards. Following a sojourn in the Bantry region the O Donoghue faction moved further 
north to settle in the erstwhile homelands of Eóghanacht Locha Léin.  

 

Fig. 1 Map of part of South Munster showing places mentioned in this article 

1.9 A basis for study of potential genetic alignments 

From the above, an outline structure of descent from Ailill Ólom for some of the most prodigious 
surnames according to the ancient genealogies is provided in Fig. 2. The tree based on documented 
genealogies will be referenced as the historical tree in this article.  
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For the amateur historian at least, a very convenient collection of trees deduced from sources such 
as those mentioned above is provided in a recent work assembled by Bart Jaski [7]. This attributes 
dates - mostly of deaths - from the annals to numerous entries in the ancient genealogies and has 
been used extensively as a check, if not a crib, while constructing the more detailed trees which 
form the basis of Attachments 1-5 for the purpose of comparison with the genetic data.  It should be 
recognised that while the overall structure of the historical tree drawn from different sources is 
reasonably consistent, some of the fine detail may not be. 

 

Fig. 2    Principal 2nd millennium surnames deriving from the progeny of Ailill Ólom according to 
ancient genealogies. 

1.10 An early timeline 

As we move backwards through the first millennium it is not only the genealogies which potentially 
become more suspect but also those dates which relate to them. Dates from the second half of the 
first millennium might be expected to be correct to within a few years if they were handed down from 
manuscripts now long lost but originally recorded within a century of the events they described; 
however, even within the second millennium there are small variations in the years of some events. 
Some dates going back into the first half of the first millennium and relating to cosmic and 
geophysical events for which corroboration from other literature or sciences has been possible, 
whenever and by whoever they may have been applied in the creation of the annals, have been 
validated, giving some confidence in the acceptance of the few dates – mostly death notices -
relating to genealogical data from this early period. (Dr. Daniel P McCarthy has undertaken much 
work relating to synchronisation of dating within the various annals [3]). 
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Ailill Ólom’s own father was named Eoghan Mór (alias Mug Núadat), so it is not unreasonable to 
assume his son of the same name was the first, or near to being so, of his nineteen sons. The 
Annals of the Four Masters records that Ailill Ólom died in 234 A.D., but during his lifetime sons of 
his were engaged in the battle of Ceannfeabhrat in 186, from which it is deduced Eoghan was born 
about 160-165…..if of course this is all to be believed! Seven of Ailill Ólom’s sons, including Eoghan, 
are then recorded as having died in the battle of Magh Mucruimhe in 195, Eoghan’s only son Fiacha 
Muilleathan having been conceived, according to legend, on the eve of the battle. (Both the 
Muilleathan sobriquet and an alias Fer Dá Liach relate to this legend). The implication is that Ailill 
Ólom was born no later than 145 and if his death is accurately recorded, lived to an unlikely age.  

The first date in the progeny of Ailill Ólom which Jaski provides in his Genealogical Tables is the 
death of Oenghus, son of Nad Fríoch, slain in a battle at Cenn Losnada, fought sometime between 
489 and 492. By now it is assumed we are on firmer ground with the timeline. However, at first sight 
there appears to be an insufficient number of generations between Ailill Ólom and Oenghus if the 
above dates are to be considered viable.  

Generational intervals of 25 or 30 years per generation are often assumed by present day 
genealogists. The late Donn Devine carried out in 2005 an interesting review of three studies of 
these intervals [8]. Although not referenced to any data specific from the first millennium A.D., these 
concluded an interval in the region of 33 or 35 years was more appropriate for all-male lines (and 
about 5 years fewer for females). While the annals rarely give us birth years, measuring intervals 
from dates of death across a sufficient number of generations should have a similar outcome, even 
though many deaths recorded are premature, owing to slayings rather than natural causes. 

The following are calculated for a few sample lineages of Ailill Ólom’s progeny given in the 
Attachments to this article. If there are omissions in the source genealogies, each would reduce the 
interval by 2 - 3 years.  

Lineage From To Years Gens. Av. interval 
(years) 

      
O Mahony Feidhlimidh, d. 593 Mathgamain, d.1038 445 16 28 
O Donoghue 
(Cashel) 

Oenghus, d. 491 Mael Fothradach d. 957 466 14 33 

O Keeffe * Oenghus, d. 491 Aedh, d.1161 670 18 37 
Clann Donngaile Oenghus, d. 491 Dubh Lachtna d. 895 404 13 31 
O Donovan Crunnmael, d. 649 Crom d. 1254 333 16 38 
Kenneally Crunnmael, d. 649 Cenn Fáeladh, d. 1000 351 10 35 

*  Uses Jaski’s tree [7] 

It will be seen that 33 - 35 years should not be considered an unacceptable average generational 
interval in extrapolating back from Oenghus. (Of course the interval from a father to his first son is 
likely to be fewer than 35 years while that to a last son more). 

The only reference to Ailill Ólom’s early progeny in the annals - other than those cited above -  prior 
to the death of Oenghus is to Crimhthann, ‘son of Fidhach, son of Daire Cearb’, whose first year of 
the kingship over Ireland was in 366 according to the Annals of the Four Masters. This relationship 
is questionnable. Elsewhere Fidhach is indicated as a brother of Dáire Cerbba. It is arbitrarily 
assumed that Oenghus was no more than 65 years old when he was slain, indicating a birth no 
earlier than 425. Taking this as his nominal year of birth, and 35 years per generation as a viable 
average generational interval, this gives a birth year for Lughaidh of 320, or perhaps a few years 
earlier, since he appears to be the eldest son of Ailill Flann Bec. This implies both that Fidhach had 
to be a brother, rather than a son of Dáire Cerbba and in turn that the latter was a brother (if not an 
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alias) rather than a son of Maine Munchaoin. The following nominal dates of birth are then 
determined: 

• Ailill Flann Bec - 285 
• Lughaidh, Fidhach, Maine Munchaoin / Dáire Cerbba – 315 to 325 
• Conall Corc - 355 
• Nad Fríoch - 390 
• Oenghus - 425 

This is certainly not consistent with Ailill Flann Bec’s father, Fiacha Muilleathan (aka Fiacha Fer Dá 
Liath) being born in 195 or 196, or with the participation of Ailill Ólom’s sons in battles in 186 and 
195. Using a lower generational interval makes matters worse.  

To retain as much of the credible part of the legend of the birth of Fiacha as possible, while retaining 
or minimising adjustment to the dates for these early events relating to Ailill Ólom and his progeny, 
three solutions are proposed, in order of likelihood: 

a) Ailill Flann Mór is inserted in the pedigree as the father rather than an infertile brother of Ailill 
Flann Bec. 
 

b) The dates of the Battles of Ceannfeabhrat and Magh Mucruimhe, and thus also of Eoghan Mór’s 
death are about 20 years too early. 
 

c) Fiacha Muilleathan and Fiacha Fer Dá Liath were in fact father and son, their births and epithets 
having been woven into a single legend. 

Since possibilty (a) was clearly offered in some of the earliest source material this will now be 
assumed as a given. Nominal birth years prior to Ailill Flann Bec are then proposed as follows, 
applying (b) or (c): 

Consideration A4M (b) (c)  
Birth of Ailill Ólom  160 140 
Birth of Eoghan Mór  185 165 
Battle of Ceannfeabhrat 186 206 186 
Battle of Magh Mucruimhe 195 215 195 
Birth of Fiacha Muillethan 195/196 215/216 195/196 
Birth of Fiacha Fer Dá Liath 215 
Birth of Ailill Flann Mór  250 
Birth of Ailill Flann Bec  285 

 

If Aillill Ólom’s date of death (234) is correct, (b) seems the more likely option. 

For all the detailed evaluation here, it must be remembered that it is not historical accuracy which is 
sought but dating of mutations determined from alignment with these births. Without the contribution 
of ancient genealogies, estimates of dates of SNPs have typically been quoted with 95% confidence 
limits spanning perhaps four or even more centuries.      
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2. Phylogeny 

2.1 The Irish Type II Pyhlogenetic Tree 

A very basic outline of Y-DNA genetic genealogy and its use pertinent to the study of the origins of 
surnames shown in Fig. 2 are provided in Appendix 1, where it is indicated that the dominant 
ancestral haplotype in the south of Munster is that known as Irish Type II. This evolved from the time 
of the ‘Super Western Atlantic Modal Haplotype’ (SWAMH) and its associated SNP R-L21 -  
suggested in Appendix 1 as having occurred about 2,400 B.C. - until it attained its full distinctive 
profile, with 13 mutations away from the SWAMH in the five ‘Panels’ which constitute FTDNA’s Y-
DNA111 test. At this juncture the corresponding SNP path had reached SNP S1115. Prior to this the 
phylogenetic tree (aka haplotree) shows as yet no evidence of any branching surviving to the 
present day over a period I estimate as close to 2,000 years. It is during this period, with the Irish 
Type II lineage seemingly hanging by a thread, that SNP CTS4466 and its many ‘equivalent’ SNPs 
and STR mutations had occurred. 

Following SNP S1115 and its own equivalents, the phylogenetic tree associated with the Irish Type 
II haplotype begins to flourish. Fig. 3 outlines the paths to the major, internally diverse, clusters of 
the O Sullivans, O Keeffes, O Donoghues, O Mahonys and O Donovans.  

 

Fig. 3.   Phylogenetic Tree for the haplogroup of SNP A541 and its antecedents showing certain 
surnames of Fig. 2. 
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More detailed interpretations of merit, showing SNPs only, are available through FTDNA’s haplotree 
[9] and Elizabeth O Donoghue/Ross’s outline tree [10] (both without surnames), Alex Williamson’s 
‘The Big Tree’ [11] and James Kane’s ‘Experimental Tree’ [12]. My own Irish Type II tree [13] 
combines SNP paths with the speculated positions of STR mutations on the tree. Equivalent 
mutations are omitted from Fig. 3 for clarity, but are shown in the more detailed representations of 
Attachments 1 - 5. 

It is observed that all occurrences of the O Sullivan, O Keeffe, O Donoghue, O Mahony and O 
Donovan (and variants) names on the Irish Type II tree share SNP A541; in fact they lie entirely 
within the subclades of SNPs S1121 and Z21065. What is then remarkable, since a degree of 
dispersal of surnames found in the various subclades arising from ‘Non-paternity events’ (NPEs) is 
to be expected in fifteen or so centuries of the progeny of early 1st millennium Munstermen living in 
close proximity with one another, is that the principal Eóghanacht names of O Sullivan, O 
Donoghue, O Mahony and O Keeffe (or variants thereof) are, so far with a single O Keeffe 
exception, only found under SNP S1121 while O Donovans on the other hand, are only encountered 
under SNP Z21065.  

The first conclusion is therefore that the principal Eóghanacht groups and the Uí 
Fhidhgheinte, represented by the O Donovans, truly share common paternal ancestry in Ailill 
Flann Bec (or someone of his time!) and that SNP A541 occurred no later than in his birth. SNP 
S1121 heads up the Eóghanachta and Z21065 the Uí Fhidhgheinte. 

2.2 The haplogroup of SNP A663  

Apart from the two Ailill Flanns, a further son of Fiacha Muillethan is named in some genealogies as 
Deachluath (or Dathluath). In the Eóghanacht Genealogies from The Book of Munster (and other 
sources) [6], it is claimed that this Deachluath was the ancestor of the relatively unheralded Uí 
Fiachach Éile, presumably taking its name from his purported father, and that they inhabited 
present-day N.E Tipperary. It will be noted that this region is contiguous with Co. Laois.  

In the haplogroup of A663 we find a high percentage of surnames having Co. Laois as their 
epicentre, including, in its largest cluster, those of four of The Seven Septs of Laois.  These are 
currently all found following the bottleneck period of the block represented by SNP A2289, some 23 
mutations after SNP A663 and its equivalent STR mutation at DYS533. Their common ancestor is 
estimated to have lived about the 12th century, with McEvoys (and variants thereof) being restricted 
to the 13th or 14th century subclade of SNP FT33326. In a second subclade of A663, perhaps formed 
in the sixth century, are representatives of a single Dunn family: there may be others but the Dunn 
project is closed to public gaze. O Dunne territory, in present day Co. Offaly, was in turn to the north 
of, and contiguous with, that of the McEvoys. 

A second, more diverse profile representing the Seven Septs of Laois shares SNP A818 in an 
altogether different lineage (L21>DF13>DF21>Z30233>…>DF25>DF5>…>L1403>L1402>A818), 
and would appear to more likely be associated with the traditional stories of their origin in the first 
century Conall Cearnach, whatever their value. This would imply that the A663 members had 
‘inserted’ themselves in the heart of the A818 community in Laois by the time surnames were being 
adopted, but the converse of this cannot yet be entirely ruled out. It has been pointed out that 
McEvoy (and variants such as McBee) is not found in the A818 cluster; under A2289 it is restricted 
to its own subclade as indicated above. It is possible that McEvoys emerged from Uí Fiachach Éile 
origins whereas the Lawlors, Moores and Dowlings found under A663 had acquired their names 
from their A818 namesakes, but other explanations are plausible.  

Thus the alignment ‘jig-saw’ fits together very well here, with A663 and / or its equivalent STR 
mutation at DYS533 occurring in Deachluach and / or one of his immediate progeny and A541 being 
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confirmed as occurring in Ailill Flann Bec himself. Alternatively if there is more than one generation 
between Fiacha Muillethan and Ailill Flann Bec (e.g. that of Aillill Flann Mór), A541 could have 
occurred in such an intervening generation. The evidence for an Uí Fiachach Éile provenance for 
those with SNP A663 is offered for others with more authority to interpret as more data, particularly 
in respect of any greater diversity in McEvoy genetic origins, becomes available. 

2.3 Mutation frequencies.  

Before progressing further with discussion of alignment of the historical and phylogenetic trees one 
additional metric requires introduction: mutation frequencies. These are here intended to refer to the 
frequency with which a mutation at any site occurs, not the regularity with which a given STR site 
mutates. Mutations occur at random, therefore it is quite feasible for four mutations to occur in one 
generation then none in the next four. However, over a sufficient period of time a similar mean 
frequency is seen in most lineages.  

Two obvious criteria apply to determination of mean mutation frequencies: 

a) whatever type of mutations are used they must be as near as possible to being equally 
detectable throughout the period of interest. 
 

b) reliable start and end dates are required for the period in which mutations are to be counted. 

Criterion (a) principally applies when counting down to the present day, since some shared SNPs 
might only have been found as a consequence of their original identification in one test only, their 
presence in other samples having only then be found by prompting to interrogate raw data BAM 
files.    

Since the introduction of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) testing in 2013, several in the genetic 
genealogy community have proposed mean frequencies for the occurrence of Y-chromosome SNPs 
(with greater or lesser definition of the spectrum within which these SNPs must fall!). Noting from 
data analysis for the several projects with which I was involved that clearly definable SNPs in 
FTDNA’s original Big Y test and STR mutations in its Y-DNA111 test occurred with similar 
regularities, I advocated in 2016 simply counting both side by side in an earlier attempt to determine 
a timeline for the Irish Type II tree. Careful study of the latter had afforded what I considered to be 
reliable identification even of back mutations and thus an accurate count. This reduced the effect of 
any error in counting SNPs. The principles of this method have been developed to benefit from the 
significant increase in the number of both SNPs and STR mutations available for consideration 
through FTDNA’s upgrade to Big Y-700 testing. Updated analyses of test data are presented on the 
tree of reference [13], but all relevant mutations are indicated on Attachments 1-5.  

Those mutations which are included in the determination of mutation frequencies are called 
‘qualifying mutations’ in this article. At present those which do not qualify are SNPs on palindromic 
arms and in the highly repetitive DYZ19 zone and InDels, although where such mutations are 
identified as of potential significance and show a phylogenetic consistency, they are shown 
bracketed in the Attachments. It is acknowledged that the high percentage (about 15-20%) of no 
calls in the data FTDNA extracts from its Panel 7 STRs might jeopardise criterion (a) above; 
however an allowance can be made for this and I believe the potential error it introduces is 
negligible. A library of mutation frequency measurements is still under compilation, but a mean value 
in the region of 35 - 40 ypm (years per mutation) is indicated. This very fortuitously implies a 
mutation rate close to one per generation using the current qualifying mutation criteria. 

Again, a precise figure is not required, merely an appreciation of what is and what is not reasonable 
when trying to align the historical and genetic trees. 
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2.4 Prior to SNPs A541 and A663 

Prior to the occurrence of SNP FGC84010 there is no significant incidence on the Irish Type II tree 
of Fig. 3 of present day surnames which are associated with Munster. The occasional one might be 
expected, arising from NPEs in Irish communities in the New World for example, and especially 
considering that O Donoghue and O Mahony are heterogenetic names with independent sources of 
the name both within Munster and, in the former case, elsewhere in Ireland.  

Each of the haplogroups (or subclades) of A7751, A12404 and A212 currently begins with a 
bottleneck period (i.e. a mutation ‘block’) of at least seven mutations (of the order of 240 years) 
during which there is, as yet no branching of the respective trees. The present day surnames of the 
haplogroups of SNPs A7751 and A12404 are both suggestive of Welsh origins, while those of the 
considerably larger and more diverse haplogroup of SNP A212 indicate a Scottish / north of Ireland 
provenance.  

As shown in Attachment 1, successive steps (or levels) on the phylogenetic tree are defined by: 
SNP S1115 (occurring in a ‘block’ with five further ‘qualifying’ equivalent mutations), SNP 
FGC84010 (with three STR mutation equivalents) and its genetic brothers A212 and A12404 (each 
with their own set of equivalents), the STR mutation FTY792, then SNP A541. There is just a single 
participant as yet in the branch parallel to that of the STR mutation FTY792: an O Leary. 

With four, or possibly even five, generations between Ailill Ólom and Ailill Flann Bec, the following 
two possibilities are evident: 

(i) the small ‘block’ of four  equivalent mutations represented by SNP FGC84010 in Fig. 3 
encompasses the birth of Ailill Ólom, who it has been estimated was born about 145 A.D. The 
haplogroups of SNPs A212 and A12404 will then have been spawned by his recent ancestors.  
 

(ii) Ailill Ólum was born towards the end of the period in which the S1115 ‘block’ mutations 
occurred. This offers the intriguing possibility of an alignment of the haplogroup of SNP A212 
with the Cianachta, as hinted at (1.3) above. This has yet to be studied in depth. 

Each of these possibilities has its own connotations in response to the questions ‘when and whence 
did the Irish Type II haplotype arrive in Munster?’ The ancient genealogies happily describe a long 
pedigree leading to Ailill Ólom, whose father Mug Núadat is said to have descended from the 
Deirgtene. But we are now well into Ireland’s mythological age, so other than identifying that the 
haplogroups of A212 and A12404 must have been founded about 100 A.D. with a most recent 
ancestor shared by all in each of these haplogroups being born about 250 years later, this must be 
for a separate study. 

It is appropriate to remind the reader here that dating of SNPs offered in this article is not sacrosanct 
but has been derived on the basis of several postulations which it is hoped have been made 
adequately transparent.  

2.5 The best fit overlay for Ailill Flann Bec’s progeny 

When compared with the genetic data at a microscopic level the inter-relationship between the 
major Irish Type II clusters of O Keeffes, O Donoghues, O Mahonys and O Donovans continues to 
align with the ancient genealogies. Then with this alignment as a basis, some further, less powerful, 
septs may also be seen to align, thus affording confidence in overlaying the Irish Type II genetic 
data on the historical tree derived from ancient genealogical records. It is not expected that all 
ancient genealogies will align; quite apart from the possibility of genealogies having been fabricated 
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or deriving from erroneously assumed origins, in many the male line may have expired, while other 
present-day genetic branches may derive from unrecorded genealogies.  

Attachment 1 provides an overlay of the phylogenetic tree on the historical one up to the time of Ailill 
Flann Bec then continues with attention to the Eóghanacht peoples of the haplogroup of SNP 
S1121. Attachments 2a/b and 3a/b/c examine possibilities beyond the specific path 
S1121>Z16251>A159>BY149. If there are no missing generations in the historical tree between Ailill 
Flann Bec and Oenghus, S1121 can only be aligned with the birth of Lughaidh son of Ailill Flann 
Bec, since each of the three succeeding generations in the path to Eochaid Finn, the progenitor of 
the O Keeffe line, has corresponding steps on the phylogenetic tree. As estimated at the end of 
section (1.10) above, Lughaidh was born, and thus S1121 is dated, about 320 A.D. This 
‘Eóghanacht’ tree is discussed further in Section 3. 

The evidence for validation of many surnames purporting to derive from Uí Fhidhgheinte peoples is 
sketchy at best. Two clear exceptions to this are dominating clusters of the aforementioned O 
Donovan, and of O Regan (or variants), both found in the subclade of SNP Z16259 and reached 
following the SNP path Z21065>FT7592>A195>A761>A88>ZZ70>Z16259. Most histories attribute 
the origin of the O Regan name in Munster to a paternal nephew of Brian Boru(mha), and would 
therefore be expected to have an Irish Type III haplotype. In fact there is not a single Irish Type III 
(O) Regan (or variant) among the more than 50 in the Reagan and Variants Project. The explanation 
is found in the Annals of Innisfallen [14], which makes references in the 9th and 10th centuries to 
Riacán of the Uí Fhidhgheinte, or of its subsept Uí Chairpri Aebhdha, also shared with the O 
Donovans. It is therefore with confidence that this particular genetic path is aligned with the 
eponymous Donnabhán’s ancestry in Attachments 4a and 4b.  

The ancient genealogies, in combination with the annals, suggest a flourishing progeny for Dáire 
Intat, a brother of the eponymous Cairpre Aebhdha and grandson of Fiachu Fidhghenid. This is 
claimed to be the source of the Collins surname, although from Conall son of Dáire Intat the 
genealogies offer two routes to this, as indicated in Attachment 4a (Note that one of these is subject 
to further investigation – see section 4). There is though scarce genetic evidence to support either. 
Attachment 4b offers an alternative configuration in which much of the progeny of Dáire Intat (that 
explicitly labelled as pertaining to the kings of Gabhair or Uí Chonaill Gabhra) is reassigned as a 
seventh century branch of Uí Chairpri Aebhdha . This is discussed at (4.2) below.   

Towards the right on Attachments 1, 4a and 4b will be seen SNP A151, a genetic ‘brother’ of S1121 
and Z21065, head of a relatively smaller but not insubstantial haplogroup. It must be remembered 
that parallel or ‘brother’ SNPs on the phylogenetic tree do not have to align precisely with brothers 
on the historical tree; they can be a generation or two adrift as long as the phylogeny remains 
consistent. SNP A151 has just two STR mutation equivalents before at least three separate 
subclades flourish, so if there is any element of truth in the ancient genealogies the beginnings of at 
least one, if not all three, of these subclades would be expected to be represented therein. On the 
basis that Crimthann son of Fidhach had no issue, the options are that A151 heads up: 

a) the aforementioned tree of Dáire Intat (thus requiring that Z21065 did not occur until Caipre 
Aebhdha) 
 

b) the Uí Dedaid 
 

c) the Uí Liatháin (requiring that Z21065 did not occur until Fiachu Fidhghenid). 

Much like Dáire Cerbba, the brothers Dau, Der and Dedad are attributed in various family 
relationships around this time, including being further sons of Dáire Cerbba himself. Whatever the 
truth, if indeed they were not fictional, the genealogies provide some descent from Dedad (as Uí 
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Dedaid) and more specifically that of two sons of his, Ailill and Braccán, both popular names, as Uí 
Ailella and Uí Braccáin, as shown in Attachment 5. However, these do not appear to be extensively 
developed in the genealogies. Since there appear to be no claimants in the literature to present-day 
surnames derived from these sources, they will not be pursued further at this time. 

There are other subclades of Z21065 jostling for a place on the historical tree with plenty of further 
sons and grandsons of Fiachu Fidhghenid which might, according to the genealogies, account for 
them. In the meantime, there is, when scrutinised, a growing body of evidence for alignment of the 
haplogroup of SNP A151 with the Uí Liatháin, option © above. This is presented in Section 5 and 
Attachment 5, setting aside for now the possibility of option (a) above.  

The exclusion of O Briens of Fig. 2 from consideration in alignment with the Irish Type II haplotype 
(other than occurring as NPEs) has already been addressed. With this or indeed any alternative 
scheme, however, the large cluster of O Sullivans, is indicated as deriving from a brother of Conall 
Corc rather than one of his direct descendants, as implied in Fig. 2. This, along with the inability to 
align the MacCarthy / O Callaghan and Collins surnames with the scheme of Fig. 2 is discussed 
next.  

2.6  Anomalies in respect of an SNP A541 / Ailill Flann Bec alignment 

2.6.1 MacCarthy / O Callaghan 

Besides the north Munster (or Thomond) O Briens, most conspicuous by their absence from Fig. 3 
are the south Munster (or Desmond) MacCarthys, these being the two great, rival, dynasties of the 
early second millenium. Although the M(a)cCart(h)y name – like that of the Corca Laidhe O Driscolls 
- is sprinkled throughout the Irish Type II tree by virtue of its eminence in south Munster, the genetic 
evidence has shown conclusively that the MacCarthy kings of Cashel and Desmond, as well as their 
O Callaghan cousins, have an altogether different provenance [15]. This shares an SNP path R-
L21>DF13>DF21>FGC3213>Z16532>Z16526>P314.2>Z16534 with two other Munster groupings 
but also with many more northerly Irish and Scottish surnames. Following a rare mutation at 
DYS617, its path then passes through two bottleneck periods – the second ‘block’ usually being 
represented by SNP L362 – before splitting into MacCarthy and O Callaghan subclades marked by 
SNPs ZS4606 and A11018 respectively. These align precisely with common ancestry shared in the 
renowned Ceallachán of Cashel (d. ca. 954 A.D.).  

The history books and web articles proclaiming MacCarthy paternal ancestry in Ailill Ólom and even 
in Conall Corc therefore certainly need revision, although not to the extent that this ancestry should 
be precluded altogether from having dwelt in the environs of Emly and / or Cashel for several 
centuries before flourishing with the progeny of the eponymous Cárthach, great grandson of 
Ceallachán, and to a lesser extent with Cárthach’s  O Callaghan cousins. 

In the 12th century manuscript which has become known as Caithréim Chellacháin Chaisil, 
Ceallachán is given an illegitimate birth although still owning an origin in Ailill Ólom; but this is not a 
ready explanation. As pointed out by Donnchadh Ó Corráin [16], this is part of a story which is 
propaganda rather than historical fact, and the circumstances of such births are very similar to those 
found in stories from other cultures. It is noticeable though that whereas the deaths of, and other 
references to, the kings of Cashel in this era are often recorded in the annals as ‘x’ son of ‘y’, the 
identification of Ceallachán’s father as Buadhachán only appears in the genealogies. Perhaps this 
inspired or at least provided remit to the creator of Caithréim Chellacháin Chaisil. 
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2.6.2 O Sullivan and MacCarthy 

By far the largest O Sullivan cluster, which also includes a 2nd millennium MacGillicuddy subclade 
roughly where it would be expected based on O Sullivan genealogies, separates from the main trunk 
of the S1121 tree several generations earlier than anticipated by the ancient genealogies, in a 
subclade first identified with SNP L270.2 (aka L270). This is more clearly shown top left in 
Attachments 1-3. The genetic evidence thus suggests that this major O Sullivan line likely derives 
from an older brother of Conall Corc, the fourth son of Lughaidh according to the genealogies. There 
is, with this argument, no reason to repudiate the story of the later creation of the O Sullivan sept 
name from a nickname for the 9th century Eochaid of this line, but such Eochaid would not be the 
one shown in the genealogies as a direct descendant of Conall Corc.  

SNP L270 is just one of a block of at least 15 equivalent SNPs and STR mutations - the block is 
sometimes represented by the alternative SNP Z16521, not to be confused with Z16251 - i.e. there 
are as yet no known surviving branches of this line for its first 500 years. The flourishing of the 
genetic lineage appears to begin at or soon after the time of Eochaid in a manner consistent with 
that suggested by the recorded O Sullivan genealogies.  

Attachments 2a and 2b, however, provide an alignment which is loyal to the ancestry of Eochaid 
alias Suilleabhán being as described in the ancient genealogies. This aligns the historical tree with a 
small but reasonably diverse subclade of Sullivans found along the SNP path 
S1121>Z16251>A159>BY149>A6507>A6508. Since Suilleabhán must, by way of its etymology, be 
a monogenetic name, the implication in this alternative postulation is either that the major L270 O 
Sullivan cluster gained its name through an NPE occurring quite soon after the time of Eochaid, or 
that the scribes, knowingly or in ignorance, ‘bolted’ the future major O Sullivan lineage onto the 
wrong Eochaid.  

Attachments 3a/b/c are based on the subclade of SNP A6508 occurring higher up the tree, in which 
case the smaller Sullivan cluster is of no consequence and would be assumed to have acquired its 
name from the larger one through an NPE (e.g. fostering). This alternative, though, does permit 
alignment of O Dennehy, a further name claimed to share a provenance in Finghin son of Áedh 
Dubh, an alignment not possible with the schemes of Attachments 2a/b. See also (3.7) below. 

In conjunction with the O Sullivan descent from Finghin, the genealogies portray the MacCarthys as 
descending from his brother Failbhe Flann. The misalignment of the major O Sullivan cluster may be 
an ‘honest error’ made by the scribes; however the association of the MacCarthys with Failbhe 
Flann appears to be a deliberate ruse. This may be with the intent of (in order of likelihood): 

a) giving the MacCarthys an illustrious ancestry, and / or  
 

b) showing the O Sullivans and MacCarthys as being of the same post-Conall Corc stock, or  
 

c) perhaps, if written under O Sullivan influence, while believing (b) to be the case, to remind the 
emerging MacCarthy dynasty that it is born of a younger brother of the by then less powerful O 
Sullivan one! 

2.6.3 Collins 

Susan Barretta’s comprehensive notes on sources of the Collins name [17] highlight the difficulties 
prevailing in validating the origin indicated in Fig. 2. Although there are two instances of the Collins 
surname in Z21065 subclades, and one in a subclade of A159 (shared with Toomey), the most 
significant Munster cluster of this name so far found has been of SNP R-U152 (and its subclade of 
DF103) ‘Alpine Celtic’ origin. One of the instances under SNP Z21065 shares much more recent 
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ancestry with the O Donovans – perhaps 8th or 9th century A.D., under SNP Z16259 - than 
suggested in Fig. 2; the second, is on the SNP path Z21065>BY19775>A956>A2288>A5313 is a 
single family grouping which have Bryans as ‘couisns’, and before that both appear to derive from a 
Daly family well into the second millennium.     

2.6.4 A multitude of other present-day surnames 

The trees provided in references 9 - 13 show numerous other present-day surnames under SNP 
A541. They break down into several categories: 

(a) Not unexpectedly, some bear no semblance to a gaelic origin, and no doubt derive from 2nd 
millenium NPEs, frequently having occurred in the New World.  
 

(b) Some can be traced to a gaelic origin but not one identifiable in the ancient texts as deriving 
from the progeny of Ailill Ólom. These may again be due to NPEs, but here the NPEs are more 
likely to have occurred in Ireland, though occurrence in an Irish diaspora community in the New 
World is still a possibility. They warrant further investigation where occurring on the Irish Type II 
tree in clusters which are diverse enough to suggest a shared ancestor may have been born in 
the first millennium. Examples are Sheehan and Twomey, mentioned in Section 3.   

 
(c) Some are of polygenetic gaelic origins, with at least one in Munster but for which the commonly 

ascribed provenance(s) is / are other than Ailill Ólom. Apart from O Regan, already discussed, 
Coffey, discussed in Section 4, is a good example of these.  
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3. The haplogroup of SNP S1121 and the progeny of Lughaidh 

3.1 The subclades of A1134, Z18170 and A159 

The argument for aligning SNP S1121 with Lughaidh, son of Ailill Flann Bec, has been presented in 
section 2. S1121 has two substantial subclades: that of SNPs L270 and Z16521 leads, through a 
long bottleneck period, to the O Sullivans as discussed at (2.6.2), while that of SNP Z16251 and its 
three ‘qualifying’ equivalents is shown in Attachment 1. At present, and subject to his further testing, 
there is just one participant who does not fall into one or other of these subclades. 

Z16251 is a vast subclade accounting for the main clusters of O Keeffes, south Munster O 
Donoghues and O Mahonys, O Moriartys and many other Munster names, all within the three next-
level subclades of A1134, Z18170 and A159 plus several surnames which so far indicate the 
existence of at least three further subclades immediately below the small Z16251 block. 

This drives an alignment of Conall Corc with Z16251 and its equivalents, with the consequence that 
L270, Z16521 and their large bottleneck block are assigned to a lineage of one of Corc’s two (or 
possibly three) brothers, Lughaidh, Cathbadh (and possibly Corclosadh), as already mentioned. 

If the framework of the ancient genealogies is correct, it will be seen from Attachment 1 that the jig-
saw is best pieced together assigning SNP A159 to Conall Corc’s son Nad Froích but postulating 
four mutations occurring in the birth of Conall Corc; then, in the progeny of Mac Cas(s), no 
mutations for three generations prior to brothers Laoghaire and Áed Ualgarbh, from whose progeny, 
eventually, the O Donoghues and O Mahonys respectively derive. It was emphasised in the 
introduction to (2.3) above that the irregular occurrence of mutations just described is certainly 
feasible, if of low probability; so their postulation does warrant as robust a justification as can be 
determined. A missed generation at the time of Conall Corc would ‘smooth out’ the mutations in his 
part of the tree (Z16251 and its equivalents). If it were so, the insertion the least disruptive to the 
storyline and dating considerations (cf. Crimthann son of Fidach at (1.10) above) would be between 
Lughaidh and Corc, i.e. Corc would be the grandson and not the son of Lughaidh.  

Similarly a higher mutation spread probability would be seen if one or two of Mac Cas(s), Echu and 
Crimthann were ‘fused’, e.g. if Echu was shown to be a synonym for, rather than a son of, Mac 
Cas(s). Again this is not mandatory for acceptance of the alignment but it is highlighted should such 
a possibility come to light in future study of the genealogies. 

Assigning all three of A1134 and its two equivalents to Laoghaire (following whom a further missing 
generation would thus be feasible based on mutation frequency probability alone) while Z18170 is 
assigned to Áed Ualgarbh or one of his immediate progeny then also accommodates a perfect 
alignment of the Uí Flainn Lua (from which O Laoi then Lee and Leahy) subclade beginning with 
SNP E222. The aforementioned “at least three further subclades immediately below the Z16251 
block” may begin at any of the locations on the historical tree that are consistent with the above, e.g. 
whether a brother of Nad Froích and Mac Cass, Ciablíne brother of Crimthann and son of Echu son 
of Mac Cass, or Cormac son of this same Crimthann. These possibilities are indicated by ‘Note 11’ 
on Attachment 1. Note in particular that this is where Eóghanacht Magh Geirginn in Scotland would 
be predicted to be found on the phylogenetic tree. There is not yet any clear evidence of a Scottish 
subclade here but there is of a Welsh one (with the names Davies and Jones)! For comment on 
Eóghanacht Locha Léin see (3.4). 

3.2 Eóghanacht Áine, and Kirby, Kerwick and Irwin. 

Rawlinson B502 gives genealogies for a Ciarmac (from which Ua Ciarmaic of Áine, as shown in 
Attachment 1) and a Ciarmacán (a diminutive of Ciarmac) whom the Annals of Innisfallen identify as 
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a king of Uí Chonaill Gabhra, a purported branch of the Uí Fhidhgheinte (see Attachments 4a and 
4b). There is no genetic evidence so far for any of the surnames derived from either occurring under 
S1121, let alone A159. In fact all Kirbys and Kerwicks (from Ciarmhac) and Irwin and variants (from 
Ciarmhacán) are so far found only in the haplogroup of Z21065, although in different subclades such 
that they cannot share one common ancestor other than in Fiachu Fidhghenid himself. At first sight 
this suggests that the Eóghanacht Áine may have truly been a Fidhgheinte people. This would not 
be so surprising given that Cnoc Áine (Knockainey) and Brugh Ri (Bruree), the focal points of their 
respective homelands, were but ten miles (16 km) apart (see Fig. 1 on p.8)). It is though unlikely: the 
Eóghanacht Áine were seen as members of the ‘inner circle’ of Eóghanacht tribes periodically 
supplying overall Eóghanacht kings whereas the Uí Fhidhgheinte never held such status. What 
seems more likely is that Ciarmhac(c) was a name popular in this locality and that the Irish Type II 
Kirbys and Kerwicks derive their surnames from other than the one Ciarmhacc who appears in the 
Eóghanacht Áine genealogies. 

The Irwins, though, form a singular cluster under SNP BY15518 and an argument is presented in 
(4.2) below in support of their descent from the one Ciarmhacán appearing in the local genealogies 
(and this indeed is a significant factor in the scheme of Attachment 4b).  

3.3 Uí Echach Mumhan 

Subject to placement of those testing positive for SNP Z16251 and / or one of its equivalent 
mutations but negative for SNPs A1134, Z18170 and A159, Uí Echach Mumhan is represented 
solely by Eóghanacht Raithlinn, the senior families of which are O Donoghue and O Mahony. These 
align very well with the former descending from Laoghaire (the Uí Laoghaire sept) and the latter 
from Áedh Ualgarbh (the Cénel nÁedha, from which the Co. Cork barony of Kinalea) as shown in 
Attachment 1.  

3.3.1 Uí Laoghaire 

At the end of the block incorporating SNP A802 is found the only diverse O Donoghue cluster on the 
Irish Type II tree, and a major one it is! Current test results indicate that a significant number of 
subclades begin to form about the time of Donnchadh, the eponym for these Eóghanacht Raithlinn 
O Donoghues, and four generations later, of Amlaoibh Mór, to whom many sons are attributable in 
the death notices in the Annals of Innisfallen [14]. This might appear to be further evidence of 
alignment, and indeed it may be so. However it must be remembered that there are very likely sons 
in any generation who did not come to a bloody end, as a consequence of which they were rarely 
recorded in the annals. So we might look for corroboration in the genealogies, and now into the 
second millennium there may be more confidence in those first recorded near-contemporaneously. It 
has already been noted at (1.2) that MacFhirbhisigh’s Leabhar na nGenealach (published by O 
Muraile as The Great Book of Irish Genealogies) has not yet been consulted directly but it is 
assumed that O Keefe’s Leabhar Muimhneach and thus reference [6] draw heavily on this. Within 
this the genealogical content of a poem by Cathán O Duinnín – said to have been written in 1320 for 
Tadhg, the son of a later Amhlaoibh Mór - describes the branching out of the Uí (or Cenél) 
Laoghaire subsept of Eóghanacht Raithlinn. It has been suggested, however, that this is a work of 
fantasy. There is as yet no genetic evidence to align most of the septs quoted therein with present-
day carriers of the surnames derived from them so for expediency these are omitted from the 
current version of Attachment 1. Some lines of heterogenetic surnames may have expired; others 
may yet come to light which align with the phylogenetic tree. However, one that does this precisely 
is the Lee and (it is assumed by corruption of the Lee name) Leahy lineage of the SNP path 
A1134>E222>A807>A806, aligning with an Uí Flainn Lua or O Laoi origin. SNP A807 is just one of 
about 14 equivalent mutations occurring in a block before the O Laoi separate from the O Curnáin 
(from which Cournane, aka Courtney), a recognised Co. Kerry surname. I have yet to find any hint in 
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the literature of O Curnáin being an Uí Laoghaire subsept, but it is in the right location and that is 
where the genetic evidence suggests it belongs. 

Second millennium genealogies continue the O Donoghue line with two of the 12th century sons of 
Amlaoibh Mór Ua Donnchadha being the progenitors of the O Donoghue Mór (of Ross Castle, on 
the lower lake at Killarney) and O Donoghue of the Glens lines (the nearby neighbourhood of 
Glenflesk, Co. Kerry) respectively, and indeed, included in the subclade of SNP BY121634 is the 
(present-day) O Donoghue of the Glens, as illustrated in Attachment 1. However, the O Donoghue 
Society argues [18] that the O Donoghue Mór lineage has an entirely different, non-Irish Type II, 
provenance, one following the SNP path DF21>Z32033>..>DF25>DF5>.. >BY3384>BY9595> 
BY9596>BY11464). 

An interesting observation concerns the two O Donoghues so far identified in the subclade of SNP 
FGC29067. It had previously been assumed that the other names found in this subclade – McCarty, 
Kane and Warren - were O Donoghue NPEs (‘non-paternity events’). In fact this subclade is seen to 
have been founded long – perhaps eight generations - before the birth of the eponymous 
Donnchadh. The O Donoghue name could still have been that first used by its members when 
surnames came into use, being that of the local ruling dynasty. There are, though, other possibilities. 
An even spread of mutations would suggest that the founding of the FGC29067 subclade aligns with 
the Beanntraighe or a similar offshoot around the time of Eladach and his sons. Could there be an 
Uí Catháin subsept, for example, deriving from this, in which case it could be that it is the FGC29067 
O Donoghues who are the NPEs, the true surname attributable to the subclade of FGC29067 being 
O K(e)ane? In fact there is one Uí Catháin sept mentioned in Cathán O Duinnín’s poem, but this is 
attributed to the son of Ailghean a Léinsterman, and his wife, a daughter of Flann, son of Flaithniadh 
of the Uí Laoghaire (for which again see Attachment 1), i.e not Uí Laoghaire Y-DNA! It is not 
impossible that sons of Flann attached themselves to this sept name, although it will be seen that 
Flann is probably four generations too far down the tree for this to be a likely explanation. 

It is appreciated that convoluted arguments such as the above, full of ifs and buts and assuming a 
modicum of truth may exist in the genealogies, can be conducted in many such situations; but it is 
through such probing and imagination, along with further information from NGS testing, that answers 
will eventually be found!   

3.3.2 Cénel nÁedha 

Construction of the detailed historical tree for the Eóghanacht Raithlinn O Mahonys, has provided a 
few difficulties because of inconsistencies in the genealogies given in Rawlinson B502, the principal 
source [5], in the few generations immediately following Áed Ualgarbh and Tigernach. Although 
variation in fine detail in the sources contributing to the historical tree constructions for Attachments 
1-5 usually has no significant bearing on the outcome in respect of the purpose of this article, the 
following explanation is given for the benefit of those who may be inquisitive about the genealogy 
presented in Attachment 1.  

From a timeline viewpoint, para. 1137 of Rawlinson B502 (as transcribed for the CELT project) 
would appear to place Bécc (progenitor of Cenél mBécce) considerably later than his 661 A.D. 
death warrants. Other genealogies make no mention of the Dercco Birn > Sodalbi succession seen 
in this para. but align Bécc’s father Fergus with a son (or grandson via Cenn Fáeladh) of Feidhlimid. 
If the phonetically very similar Feideilmthi is equated with Feidhlimidh, all seems to fall into place, 
with the Conbrat of the five sons of Feidhlimidh listed in para. 1142 being taken as the same as that 
in the genealogy of para. 1141 and Corr of para. 1142 being assumed to equate with the Corne of 
para. 1140. This is the basis of the historical tree outline shown in Attachment 1. This makes the 
Scandal of Para. 1137 a brother of Feidhlimidh - Dercco Birn could still be another; the importance 
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of this is that such a brother, whether named or not, is likely the progenitor of the subclade of 
FGC29280, which the Irish Type II phylogenetic tree shows has an extensive membership today, 
with both Scottish (Howie and Caldwell and their variants) and Munster branches. The latter include 
the Mac Cárthaigh Gaibhdeach sept and, in a parallel subclade, the principal source of O Learys on 
the Irish Type II tree. O Learys, who are scattered elsewhere on this and other trees, are several 
subdivisions removed from the beginnings of Eóghanacht Raithlinn and anyway not in a position on 
the tree consistent with a provenance in the Uí Laoghaire branch of the Eóghanacht Raithlinn. 

On the Irish Type II tree it is seen that all in the major cluster of O Mahonys share the unusual 24 to 
22 mutation at DYS447, and that following this and the equivalent DYS712 mutation shown in 
Attachment 1, there are at least three branches of the lineage. O Reillys (and variants of the name) 
dominate one of them but the other two are the domain of O Mahonys. The O Mahony name is 
widely claimed to derive from the Mathghamain who died in 1038, and it will be seen from the 
Annals that there was a Rahallagh who was an uncle to this Mathghamain and was slain in 1014 
(not at Clontarf but in a feud with his O Donoghue distant relations). So not only does this O Mahony 
sept align perfectly in the scheme currently proposed, the alignment is supported by its relationship 
to O Reillys. 

Convincing as this may be, there is potentially a small problem here. Between SNP A541, 
associated with Ailill Flann Bec, and the time of the Mathghamain who died in 1038 there are, at 
present, only ten ‘qualifying’ mutations, those used for determining mutation frequencies in as 
consistent a manner as is practicable. (One purported DYZ19 region mutation and thee palindromic 
SNPs have also been identified in this period but these, which don’t ‘qualify’, are in a similar 
proportion to such mutations found elsewhere). There is at present a clear paucity of O Mahony 
lineage mutations in the period from Áed Ualgarbh to Rahallagh and Mathghamain. However, the 
genetic data is based only on testing at FTDNA as far as Big Y-500, with one FGC test being the 
early, Y-Prime, version. Upgrading of testing to Big Y-700 and / or Y-Elite may eliminate this 
apparent anomaly. This merely demonstrates the need to have the optimum test data available to 
pass judgement on such matters!  

3.4 O Moriarty 

Within the context of Munster genealogy, the Moriarty (or O Moriarty) name is everywhere said to be 
of Eóghanacht Locha Léin origin, deriving from a 9th/ 10th century Muircheartach in the progeny of 
Caipre Luachra. Muircheartach appears to have been a popular name and there is at least one 
Clann Muircheartaigh elsewhere in Ireland but It has been surprising to find that those Moriartys who 
do have a presence on the Irish Type II tree all belong in a diverse subclade under SNP A2221 
(SNP path A1134>FGC29058>FGC17180>A2224>A2221). With the current alignment scheme this 
indicates they belong to the Uí Laoghaire branch of the Eóghanacht Raithlinn and not Eóghanacht 
Locha Léin. One explanation for this is suggested as a liaison, forced or willing, between an 
Eóghanacht Locha Léin O Moriarty woman and a recently arrived Eóghanacht Raithlinn ‘soldier’; in 
her Killarney area homeland, her male progeny being raised among the future Uí Muireachartaigh 
flourishing while ‘legitimate’ lines expired. Alternatively it could be that the scribes have attached the 
second millenium O Moriartys to the wrong Muircheartach, whether by accident or design. The 
name is found among the Eóghanacht Raithlinn in 12th and 13th century annals records, so was 
there a much earlier one of this sept from whom those of the A2221 subclade took their name?  

It will be interesting to see if any future Moriarty test results place participants in an as yet 
undiscovered subclade of SNP Z16251, one which may then be attributed to Eóghanacht Locha 
Léin. 
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3.5 Murray 

A genealogy for Muiredaigh (Muireadach, or Muiredeach), a quo Murray, is given in Rawlinson 
B502, emanating from Daigh (or Dega), a son of Corc son of Lughaidh.  There is a further variant of 
this name listed as a son of Echu son of Mac Cass son of Corc, and if, as currently postulated, there 
were no mutations in the births of Echu and Mac Cass, the progeny of either of these Muiredeacha 
would belong in a further subclade under SNP Z16251 (see above). As yet, there are just three 
Murrays scattered across the Irish Type II tree and none fits this billing (one sits among the 
aforementioned Moriartys). There is an interesting group of almost certain Irish Type II Murrays in 
the Murray project with a rare mutation at DYS388 which I am unable to place without the aid of 
SNP testing. It will be interesting to see if these align with the Muiredeacha here described, or any 
others for that matter! 

3.6 O Carroll 

Potential O Carroll origins, from the popular name Cearbhall, occur in a number of different locations 
in the Eóghanacht genealogies (and elsewhere in Ireland). So far, present-day Carroll testers are 
similarly scattered in small numbers with no diversified clusters about the phylogenetic tree, and 
none as yet suggesting a precise alignment with the ancient genealogies.   

3.7 The subclade of SNP A159 

3.7.1 Eóghanacht Glennamnach and Chaisíl 

O Keeffes are predominantly Irish Type II, and at least half of these are found, with considerable 
diversity, in the subclade of SNP A9185, under A159. The name is derived from Caomh, a 
prominent descendant of Eochaidh Finn, son of Óengus, son of Nad Froích and the progenitor of the 
Eóghanacht Glennamnach, As already indicated, this fits very well in the alignment scheme 
proposed with this article. It also implies that SNP BY149, of the parallel subclade to that of SNP 
A9185, occurred no later than in Eochaid Finn’s brother, Feidlimidh, the ‘father’ of the Eóghanacht of 
Cashel…..if, of course, these genealogies are valid! 

It has already been shown that Ceallachán of Cashel and his MacCarthy / O Callaghan progeny do 
not belong on the Irish Type II tree at all, and the major O Sullivan / McGillicuddy family does not 
have an origin under SNP A159, let alone BY149. It is, however, as indicated at (2.6.2), possible to 
configure an alignment of the BY149 subclade which supports association of a small Sullivan cluster 
under SNP A6507 with Eochaid, alias Suilleabhán, as described in the genealogies. 

So, apart from the O Keeffes, what scope is there for further alignment under SNP A159 and what 
else is there which might support the alignment of the subclade of BY149 with Eóghanacht Chaisíl? 

3.7.2 MacCarthys in the subclade of SNP A664 

While it has been noted the M(a)cCarthy name is scattered throughout the Irish Type II tree, despite 
the very different provenance of their kings of Cashel and Desmond, it is also observed that they 
have a relatively high concentration in the subclade of BY149 and in particular under SNP A664 
(SNP path A159>BY2881>BY149>Z17982>A664) where they dominate two of its four current 
subclades. One of these is shared with an O Quirke family, discussed further below; this is also a 
name associated with an area close to Cashel, even if claimed to be of a Muscraighe origin. It is 
currently estimated that the common ancestor in each of these further subclades was born in the 
tenth century. This is suggested as circumstancial evidence that the subclade of SNP A664 
originated in the homelands of the future MacCarthy kings, i.e. in the environs of Cashel, in the 
south of present-day Co. Tipperary. 
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With the exception of an obvious Minahan NPE, the only names in the MacCarthy branch of the 
MacCarthy / O Quirke subclade (headed by palindromic SNP BY3526) are Mooney, Moynihan / 
Minahan. Most of the M(a)cCarthys have the Meenig / Muineagh agnomen. This suggests a shared 
ancestry on two completely different counts. Mooney and Meenig or Muineagh both appear to derive 
from maoineach or its Old Irish form maonach, meaning ‘wealthy’. This appears in the transcribed 
genealogies written variously as Moínach, Máenach and Maonach. Moynihan derives from the 
diminutive of Irish Muimhneach, meaning Munsterman, or of Munster. Muimhneach was also the 
epithet of king Cormac Mac Cárthaigh (died 1138), famed inter alia for the Romanesque chapel he 
had constructed on the Rock of Cashel.  

3.7.3 Mapping the A159 subclade of SNP BY149 

Eóghanacht Chaisíl genealogies in Rawlinson B502 [5] and / or the supplementary manuscripts etc. 
transcribed in reference [6] (see (1.2)) provide information which the latter declare, though with what 
authority it is as yet unclear, explain the origins of O Dennehy and an O Donoghue of Cashel sept 
deriving from Finghin, as well as O Kelleher, O Quirke, O Riordan and O Hegarty from his purported 
younger brother Failbhe Flann.  

 

Fig. 4  Phylogenetic tree outline for Subclade of SNP BY149 
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O Riordan and O Hegarty, suggested in reference [6] as of Eóghanacht Chaisíl provenance, are so 
far notably absent from the BY149 subclade. O Riordan is a relatively untested surname while of 31 
Hegarty and variants thereof displaying data in the Haggerty / Hegarty Project at the time of writing, 
just three appear to have Irish Type II haplotypes; none of these three has tested beyond 37 STR 
markers. The majority of the Haggertys / Hegartys, even where showing a most distant known 
ancestry in West Cork, have the (N.W.) Irish Type I haplotype and indeed the McCarthy R-L21 
Group C tree demonstrates how these share a first millennium paternal ancestry with their 
namesakes of Co. Donegal [19]. 

The alignment schemes under BY149 therefore seek to find the best fit of the phylogenetic tree 
framework shown in Fig. 4. 

Attachments 2a/b and 3a/b/c illustrate five possibilities for the overlay of the BY149 subclade on the 
historical tree and still more might be presented! The reader is reminded once again that the 
historical tree may be inaccurate of fictitious, although having eliminated what are likely to be the 
principal sources of fiction, it is suggested the most likely sources of error in second millennium 
redactions will be incorrect identification of the sources of surnames.      

As already indicated, Attachments 2a and 2b are predicated on the alignment of the Eochaid, 
descendant of Finghin son of Áed Dubh with the small but diverse Sullivan cluster under SNP A6507 
and its equivalents. The most likely scenario then aligns the subclades of SNPs A923 and Z17982 
with the two grandsons of Failbhe Flann from whom significant progeny flows in the genealogies: 
Fáelghus and Snédghus. Attachment 2a is based on alignment of A923 with Fáelghus and 
Attachment 2b with its alignment with Snédghus.  

Attachments 3a/b/c dispense with this alignment of the small Sullivan cluster and instead align A923 
and Z17982 with brothers Finghin and Failbhe Flann respectively, thus being able to instead show 
(Ó) Dennehy deriving from its purported eponym Duineacheadh, as also claimed in second 
millennium genealogies. (O Dennehys are also to be found sharing the ancestry of The MacCarthy 
kings of Cashel and Desmond in the haplgroup of DF21>…>Z16534 (see (2.6.1)) but their latest 
shared ancestor in that haplogroup is estimated to have lived over 2,000 years ago).  

One advantage of the schemes of Attachments 2a and 2b is that mutation frequencies remain close 
to the norm of one mutation per generation throughout the trees, with the former more likely being 
maintained in the progeny of Fáelghus and Snédghus. The schemes of Attachments 3a/b/c show 
five mutations (all STR mutations) occurring in the two generations between Feidhlimidh and Failbhe 
Flann and in the case of Attachment 3a another five covering Failbhe Flann, his son and grandson. 
As already stated, this is far from impossible, but of a lower probability.  

The differences between Attachments 3a, b and c lie in the subsequent placement of the subclades 
of SNP Z17982, viz. those of SNPs BY21825 and A664. The scheme of Attachment 3a aligns 
BY21825 with Fáelghus and A664 with Snédghus; Attachment 3b places both these SNPs under 
Fáelghus and 3c places both under Snédghus. The purpose of moving them further down the tree in 
Attachments 3b and 3c is to comply with the higher probability of an average mutation frequency of 
around one per generation. This, though, may be seen as of marginal advantage, and if the 
numerous lineages purported to descend from Fáelghus and Snédghus have produced in each case 
at least one present-day test participant, Attachment 3a looks a more likely scenario.  

The Irish Type II Kellehers (from Uí Céileachar) form a diverse cluster whereas the shared ancestor 
of the O Quirkes (with their Kirk variant, eponym Corc, from which Uí Cuirc) was probably born no 
earlier than the middle of the second millennium. With reference to the genealogies taken ‘second-
hand’ from the manuscripts 1289 and 1298 in the Trinity College Dublin Library (see (1.2) above), it 
is not currently possible to simultaneously align the supposed provenance of both these names. The 
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justification for the claiming the (Ó) Kelleher provenance is subject to further checking, but for now 
Attachments 2b and 3b precisely align Kellehers while 2a, 3a and 3c do so for the O Quirkes.  

Fig 3 identifies a Collins cluster under SNP BY21825 and a Kelly cluster under SNP A664. Although 
the numbers of participants are very low each cluster has considerable diversity. In neither case 
have the corresponding Cuilén and Ceallach been claimed to be the eponyms for present day 
surnames within an Eóghanacht Chaisíl environment. (This Ceallach is in fact found in the lineage 
leading to Eigertach (or Ecartach), the claimed, but as yet unsupported, origin of the Haggerty / 
Hegarty name in West Cork as discussed above. It is also noted that whereas Jaski indicates 
Ceallach [7], reference [6] gives Ceallachán at this point). Nonetheless both are seen to align 
perfectly with the scheme of Attachment 3c and Kelly also does in Attachment 3a.  

Of note under A923 is a small Carey group and a more extensive Sheehan one. Sheehan has been 
claimed to be of Dalcassian origin, but, like the O Regans, there is not a single instance of the Irish 
Type III haplotype among the considerable numbers of this surname already tested. The earliest 
shared ancestor in this cluster is estimated (subject to further analysis) to have lived in the ninth 
century.  

Although there are only a few of them, the name Twomey (or Toomey) – variously claimed as a 
Corca Laidhe or Dalcassian name – likewise occurs with considerable diversity in the BY21825 
subclade under Z17982. Their precise positions vary from scheme to scheme as will be seen in the 
Attachments.  

In summary, while Attachments 2a or 3a seem the most likely solutions to the alignment of the 
subclade of SNP BY149, any of the alternatives here presented, and indeed still others, may 
become favourable as further genetic data or claimed genealogies are revealed: for example, finding 
some O Riordans under BY149 or a reliable source of information connection a surname such as 
Dunnagan to one of the septs shown in Attachments 2a/b and 3a/b/c may lead to amendment of the 
present conclusion. The overlay of Attachment 2a gives a more credible spread of mutations if the 
historical tree is largely valid, in which case the alignment of the small O Sullivan cluster under SNP 
A6507 with the eponymous Suilleabhán becomes valid and that of the O Dennehys with the 
Duineachadh similarly descending from Finghin son of Áedh Dubh is denied. 
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4. The haplogroup of SNP Z21065 and the progeny of Daire Cerbba 

4.1 Aligning the Uí Fhidhgheinte tree 

SNP Z21065 occurs in conjunction with equivalents A1135 and A1136. A1135 is an amplicon region 
and has given some testing problems in the past but is included in mutation frequency 
determinations. A1136 is on a palindromic arm of the Y-chromosome and is thus omitted from 
mutation counting. Z21065 itself occurs in an inverted repeat (IR) region and is counted, but its 
‘complement’, BY42660, is ignored. 

Discussion of the haplogroup of SNP Z21065 in relation to the O Donovan. O Regan and Collins 
names has already been introduced at (2.5) and (2.6.3) above. In parallel with the subclade of 
FT7592 is the diverse subclade of BY19775 along with several less diverse subclades as indicated 
in Attachments 4a and 4b. It seems feasible that one or two more subclades of Z21065 may yet be 
found. 

Fiachu Fidhghenid is given three sons in the genealogies; Brión is indicated as the progenitor of 
both the Uí Chairpri Aebhdha and Uí Chonaill Gabhra, the latter having cousins in the considerably 
less diversified Uí Chormaic, with each of these the progeny of Dáire Intat. Brión is also attributed 
with five other sons. So as long as consistency in the phylogeny is maintained, there are two sons 
and five grandsons of Fiachu Fidhghenid who might account for the subclades of Z21065 other than 
that of SNP FT7592. 

Limited genealogies are given for Sétna and Láeghaire, the two other sons of Fiachu Fidhghenid, 
without the implication of any derived septs. On trying to match names among the residual 
subclades and sons / grandsons, the only surnames for which there is as yet genetic evidence of 
potential alignment with the historical tree are Collins and Irwin, as already introduced and to be 
further discussed below.   

It must be stressed that the only certainty of Attachments 4a and 4b is the alignment of the SNP 
path from Z21065 via FT7592, A195, A761 and A88 to Z16259 with the pedigree of the O 
Donovans, and now, as argued above, with their O Regan cousins, viz. that of the Uí Chairpri 
Aebhdha  branch of the Uí Fhidhgheinte. The generations at which branching in this part of the 
phylogenetic tree occurs and alignment of the branches / subclades with one or another branch of 
the historical tree, including the other principal division, that of Uí Chonaill Gabhra, is highly 
speculative and any representation on Attachments 4a and 4b should not be interpreted as 
definitive. For instance FT7592 could have occurred in Fiachu Fidhghenid, Brión, Cairpre Aebhdha, 
Erc, Ailill Cennfhota or even Dáire Cerbba if he was the son rather than the twin or a pseudonym of 
Maine Munchaoin, but placement in the middle of this range gives the best fit with branching of the 
tree based on recorded genealogies, whether or not they be valid.  

It is hoped Attachments 4a and 4b as currently presented provide scope for future exploration. The 
following commentary highlights a few observations which may be of interest.   

4.2 Uí Chonaill Gabhra  

The origin of Uí Chonaill Gabhra (named for its homelands a few miles to the north-west of Áine on 
the shores of Loch Goir, or Lake Gur, in present day Co. Limerick – see Fig. 1 on p. 8) is potentially 
problematical. Gabhra is the genitive form of Gabhair, the earlier spelling of this name. There are 
three possibilities for the separation of Uí Chonaill Gabhra from the parallel Uí Fhidhgheinte stem of 
Uí Chairpri Aebhdha .  
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(i) A fifth century origin. An Uí Fhidhgheinte pedigree in Rawlinson B502 [5] refers to Conall ‘a 
quo Úi Chonaill Gabhra’ son of Dáire Intat, with the implication that this tribal name was 
derived, whether or not used contemporaneously, about the fifth century, i.e. the eponymous 
Conall is a nephew (or great nephew – since some later genealogies give Intat and Dáire as 
father and son – of Cairpre Aebhdha. This is the assumption of Attachment 4a and is as used 
by Jaski [7]. Since considerable branching is seen in the genealogies of the progeny of Dáire 
Intat, it has seemed reasonable to try to match this to the similarly diverse subclade of 
BY19775. Most of the branching aligns with information found in the annals, yet little of it is 
used to support dynasties founded later, so there appears no reason to regard it as fictitious. 

 
(ii) A late seventh origin. Epithets referencing Gabhair only appear in the annals following the 

death in 701 of another Conall - named specifically as ‘Conall Gabhra’ in the Annals of 

Tigernach [1] and of the Four Masters [4] but simply as ‘king of Uí Chonaill Gabhra’ in the 
Annals of Ulster [1] – and in 736 of Badhbhchadh ‘son of Conall Gabra, chief of Cairbre’. A 
century later ‘king of Gabhair’ features regularly in the death notices but must be distinguished 
from possible chiefs and lords of the Loch Gabhair in Co. Meath! However, Uí Fhidhgheinte 
and Uí Chairpri (Aebhdha) themselves appear only to be mentioned from 635 and 667 
onwards respectively in the annals so this may be of little significance. The absence of the 701 
and 736 references to Conall Gabhra from the Munster-based Annals of Innisfallen [14] might 
suggest he belonged to a tribe located in the vicinity of the Co. Meath Loch Gabhair. However 
the following evidence supports a (Co. Limerick) Loch Gabhair / Goir / Gur origin: 

 
• the qualification ‘chief of Cairbre’ (assuming this to be referring to the Cairpre Aebhdha and 

not some Cairbre associated with the Co. Meath Gabhair) in the death notice for 
Badhbhchadh (unless of course this had been added in a redaction of the original source 
with an erroneous assumption). This hints that Uí Conaill Gabhra were descendants of 
Cairpre Aebhdha and thus not of Dáire Intat. 

 
• a Conall is listed in Rawlinson B502 as one of four sons born to Doinennach, descendant 

of Dáire Intat, who died in 683. Although Conall was a popular name, this Conall is 
nonetheless a good fit for the ‘Conall Gabhra’ who died in 701. 

 
(iii) An early tenth century origin. It has been suggested by some that the Uí Chonaill Gabhra 

giving rise to the Collins surname (from Ua Cuilén) was an early tenth century or thereabouts 
branch of the Uí Chairpri Aebhdha. The single instance of a Collins family under SNP Z16259 
would support this. However the initial eighth century references then the frequent references 
in the annals from 829 onwards, if not earlier, to kings of Gabhair in the death notices of those 
of the Uí Chonaill Gabhra pedigree from Rawlinson B502 (para. 1236) [5] appear to gainsay 
this supposition.  
 

In an informative online booklet devoted to his Ó Ciarmhacáin (Irwin) provenance published in 2014 
[20], Terrance Irwin eloquently paints a picture of the association of his Irwin cluster, now known to 
belong to one of several subclades under SNP A88, with Cnoc Áine. He suggests his paternal 
ancestor, the only Ciarmhacán to appear in the ancient tracts and one whose death (corrected from 
901 to 906 by Daniel P McCarthy’s chronology [3]) is recorded in the Annals of The Four Masters [4] 
as “Ciarmhacán, son of Flannabhra Ua Dunadhaigh, lord of Ui Conaill Gabhra”, was of Eóghanacht 
Áine stock, but that he could have taken the kingship of the Uí Chonaill Gabhra as a foster son of 
Flannabhra. I believe it can now be asserted that there is no need to surmise other than a Uí 
Chonaill Gabhra bloodline origin for Ciarmhacán, and if supposition (ii) above is accepted, there can 
be alignment with his placement on the phylogenetic tree.    
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There are a number of kings of Gabhair who do not appear in Rawlinson B502, but whom it might be 
argued are associated with the Co Limerick rather than Co Meath Loch Gabhair, so it seems not 
unreasonable to suppose that: 
 
• some of these could have been of the line of the Conall who died in 701, rather than his brother 

Erc, and the kingship was not restricted to one branch of Doinenanch’s progeny (just as 
kingships of the overall Uí Fhidhgheinte could be provided from any line of Fiachu Fidhghenid’s 
progeny). 

 
• it was this Conall who provided the eponym for all the progeny of Doinennach when they were 

not simply referenced as ‘of Gabhair’.  
.  
If the annals have not been subject to second millennium augmentation with respect to descriptions 
of kingdoms to which various chiefs or kings belonged, and no-one has been missed out, there is an 
unbroken alignment between the annals and the genealogies from Ciarmhacán back as far as 
Doinennach, (died 683). So if supposition (ii) were to be valid, the historical Uí Chonaill Gabhra tree 
would need instead to branch from the Uí Chairpe Aebhdha pedigree no later than with Doinennach 
but arguably probably no earlier than his father Aenghus. In fact a branching at about this point 
aligns well with the branching of the phylogenetic tree under SNP A88 and affords the alignment of 
the Irwin cluster within the subclade of SNP FT87749. This is the basis of the alignment scheme of 
Attachment 4b. This alternative scheme does though leave the diverse subclade of BY19775 ‘high 
and dry’; it could still represent the now severely reduced progeny of Dáire Intat but apart from the 
fact that it still offers an alignment of an instance of the Collins name under Z21065 – albeit for a 
family group with only recent shared ancestry - the less diverse subclades of SNPs A11843 and 
A8427 might now be considered viable to represent some or all of Dáire Intat’s progeny.  

4.3   O Donovan and Hayes 

The names Hayes (and variants) in West Cork is widely recognised as a branch of the O Donovans, 
no doubt deriving from an Áedh not so far identified in any genealogies, although I have not yet 
been able to find an authoritative reference explaining the basis of this belief. It is though certainly 
ratified by the genetic evidence, with the connection as indicated in Attachments 4a and 4b.  

The O Donovans themselves are claimed to have divided into three major branches with the sons of 
Crom (died 1254). However it appears from the genetic data that two significant branches in the 
eponymous Donnabhán’s progeny formed about five generations before this, one headed by SNP 
A2294 and one by the InDel A12017. It is likely that the second branch included an ‘Amhlaíbh Ua 
Donnubháin, king of Uí Chairpri’ who was slain in 1201, but for whom there does not appear to be a 
pedigree. Comparing the branching of the historical and phylogenetic trees it seems more likely that 
it is the subclade of SNP A2294, which leads to Crom.  

4.4  Purported surnames absent; unexpected surnames present 

A page on the Tracey Family website [21] is dedicated to one origin of the name being an 
approximately 6th century Treasach descended from a branch of the Uí Chairpri Aebhdha. The 
pertinent portion of this pedigree is indicated far left in Attachments 4a and 4b. The annals also 
mention a Tresach son of Mael Muine, king of Gabhair who died in 969. However there are so far no 
Traceys (or variants of the name) on the Irish Type II tree.  

Similarly there is as yet no incidence under SNP Z21065 of a number of other surnames claimed to 
originate in the progeny of the eponymous Fiachu Fidhghenid. The surnames, generally subject to 
several variant possibilities, O Bruadair / Broderick (also claimed as a Corca Laidhe name) and O 
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Queally / Keally are each claimed in one source or another to derive from progeny of Cairpre 
Aebhdha, in the manner shown in Attachments 4a and 4b, while O Hehir and Flannery likewise 
claim Dáire Intat as their progenitor and Kenneally (from the popular name Cenn Fáeladh) might be 
found attributable to either of these lineages but again we await the first instance of the present day 
surname in the haplogroup. It is suggested that this points to these names belonging to peoples 
conquered or otherwise subordinated by the Uí Fhidhgheinte and / or to whom later scribes sought 
to give a more illustrious origin. It could, however, significantly help in developing the alignment 
schemes of Attachments 4a and 4b if some should appear on the Z21065 tree! 

O Clerchin (O Clerkin or O Cleary, further anglicised as Clark(e)), is derived from several sources in 
Ireland. The death in 1014 of Cairpre son of Clérchíne, ‘king of Uí Chairpri’, recorded in the Annals 
of Innisfallen, neatly aligns with placement of a single Z21065 Clarke if tied into the progeny of 
Riacán as shown in Attachments 4a and 4b. 

Henry and similar (from Mac Eniry) is a name the genealogies suggest might be found in a subclade 
parallel to that of SNP A195, or thereabouts. There is a subclade, yet to be defined with a 
representative SNP, occupied by a Henry and a Hendren but this is found with much later 
independent origins, under SNP Z16259. Hendren is a name associated with Ulster origins, where 
Henry also occurs. The latter is also found under SNP A212. 

On the other hand, there are clusters, albeit small, of other Irish surnames not previously associated 
with Uí Fhidhgheinte; a number of these, such as Glennon and Tuohy, indicate interaction with 
peoples to the north of Munster, while the larger Coffey cluster here, once thought to indicate (like O 
Donovan) a Corca Laidhe origin, likely comes from a different O Cobhthaigh, of which there were 
several independent sources throughout Ireland. Whether or not the progenitor was a Cobhthach (or 
similar) unrecorded in the Uí Fhidhgheinte genealogies or was born of an NPE giving rise to 
surname transfer in cannot currently be ascertained. Similarly, West Cork O Hourihanes are said to 
have migrated from Co. Clare and been of Dalcassian origin, but a family of these sharing early to 
mid-2nd millennium ancestry is also found under SNP Z16259, in a subclade headed by SNP 
FT206072.  

O Crowley (Uí Chruadhlaoich, hard warrior) is stated in many genealogies to derive from the 
soubriquet of a Co. Roscommon Dermod mac McDermod, some of whose progeny, it is suggested, 
migrated to Kiltallow (aka Kilshallow, between Dunmanway and Newcestown), in Co. Cork in or 
shortly after 1283. My understanding is that this legend originates in MacFhirbhisigh’s Leabhar na 

nGenealach and it may be based on the slaying of a Raghnall O Crowley, a name which appears as 
seventh in descent from Dermod McDermod, in Co. Cork in that year [23]. I query the viability of the 
chronology here, but in any case a more significant argument against this provenance is the 
presence of a large number of Crowleys in the A7660 subclade at the end of the path 
Z21065>…>A88. The subclade of SNP A7660 is estimated to have been formed in Munster in the 
seventh century A.D., as implied in Attachments 4a/b. There are a few Crowleys, with unstated Irish 
provenance, with the R-M222 SNP associated with (near and far) distant cousins of the northern 
Niall of the Nine Hostages and some of these may have migrated to Co. Cork, but so far there is no 
genetic evidence to support a Roscommon origin of present-day O Crowleys there. For now the 
conclusion is that the name arose independently in the two regions.     
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5. The haplogroup of SNP A151 and the progeny of Echu Liatháin 

5.1  Uí Liatháin septlands 

At (2.5) above it was concluded that the Uí Liatháin was, by default, the best candidate to scrutinise 
to find a home for the haplogroup of SNP A151. It has long been established that Uí Liatháin 
homelands lie in present-day East Cork, as attested not least by the barony name of Imokilly in this 
region, taking its name from the Uí Liatháin sept Uí Meic Caille (see Attachment 5). I am grateful to 
John Brazil, whose pursuit of an alignment of SNP A151 with first millennium origins is of personal 
interest, for pointing me to a map based on taxation records of 1291 produced by Liam O Buachalla 
[22] and showing lands in East Cork occupied by septs derived from the sons of Echu Liathán. 
These account for all purported sons except Cairpre Coél, whom O Buachalla does not mention, 
and Conall. The Uí Liatháin’s earliest homeland, which was retained in spite of the significant 
migration into East Cork, appears to have been immediately to the west of their Uí Fhidhgheinte 
cousins in the south-west corner of present-day Co. Limerick: note the Killaliathan church here.  

They are widely claimed to have participated in migrations into South Wales from the south coast of 
Ireland at the beginning of the fifth century, thus taking advantage of the withdrawal of the Romans. 
From there some are said to have settled in Cornwall, in south-west England, about 450. Thereafter 
it is claimed some returned to Ireland a few generations later under threat from native Welsh forces; 
if that is to be believed they clearly must have maintained strong links with their homeland. If there is 
any truth in these stories, two points of interest to our study emerge: 

• What was the incentive for a fledgling tribe whose west of Ireland homeland was not maritime to 
become involved with incursions into Wales? Unless they sailed out through the Shannon 
estuary, which seems unlikely, the Uí Liatháin must have already settled East Cork, with its 
coastline and relative proximity to South Wales. Then considering the timeline this settlement 
must have been by first generation Uí Liatháin, some of the sons of Echu Liathán with their 
families and entourages. 

 
• Finding a trace of A151 in Wales or even Cornwall attributable to these excursions would 

certainly help build the case for this SNP having occurred in Echu Liathán himself.   

5.2  The subclade of SNP A12018 and the O Connells 

Of most interest among the several subclades under SNP A151 is that of SNP A12018.  This is 
dominated by the single surname of O Connell with a diversity indicating the ‘founder’ of this line 
was born no later than ten mutations after Ailill Flann Bec (i.e. no later than the seventh century), but 
potentially considerably earlier.   

In his The Family Names of Co. Cork [23], the late Diarmuid O Murchadha remarks that Conall was 
a favourite name among the Uí Liatháin of East Cork, where, in the early Norman period, the O 
Connell name appears more frequently than in West Cork. He states that many of the name likely 
originated in Co. Kerry, but suggests that the Uí Chonaill of East Cork could have been of local 
origin. In fact, scant as the genetic evidence may be as yet, it indicates that the East Cork O 
Connells (represented so far by two testing participants with Whitechurch and Clashmore 19th 
century origins, both close neighbours of the said East Cork Uí Liatháin septlands region, and one of 
unknown Irish origin) share paternal ancestry with those of Co. Kerry (for which there is more 
abundant testing participation). The former share the SNP path A12018>A7659>FT47401 and 
FT47674 and the latter A12018>A7659 then an STR mutation at DYS389-2 followed for some by 
SNP A7654. It is postulated that the progenitor of this DYS389-2 group migrated westwards from the 
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original homeland towards the shores of Dingle Bay where his progeny then flourished alongside the 
O Sheas and O Falveys. 

With the exception of one O Shea, potentially an O Connell NPE, there is nothing but O Connells 
from SNP A7659 onwards. However the occupants of still earlier branches of the A12018 subclade 
may be O Connell NPEs, although the most distant known ancestor for one has the sought-after 
Welsh origin.  

If the O Connell line only begins with SNP A7659 or one of its equivalents, an Uí Chonaill sept name 
would be arguably attributable to a branch of the Uí Threna, since this SNP would appear to have 
been founded not long after the name Conall appears on the branches of its tree. However, if O 
Connells are found to branch off the phylogenetic tree somewhat earlier, such as at the nodes for 
the suspected NPEs, this would point to a derivation from Conall the son of Echu Liathán as its 
eponym. 

5.3  The subclade of SNP FGC29768 

The second A151 subclade to be studied is that of SNP FGC29768. Without any associated 
equivalent mutations on the current Irish Type II tree this immediately subdivides into subclades 
headed by SNPs BY139 and A743. The former accommodates almost the only participants on the 
Irish Type II tree with more recent Norwegian ancestry, whose shared ancestor – assumed to have 
been taken as a slave - is estimated as living at about the time of the very earliest Viking raids. SNP 
A743, with three equivalent STR mutations then passes through a 22 mutation bottleneck before the 
MacAulays of the Isle of Lewis and Harris in the Outer Hebrides flourish. This migration is again 
suspected as being associated with a single captive taken in Viking raiding. However, on the second 
branch under A743 is a solitary participant, a Morrissey whose most distant ancestor was born in 
west Waterford, again very close to the Uí Liatháin septlands of East Cork. Morrisseys in this area 
are believed to have taken their name from the Norman de Marisco, but Norman he certainly isn’t 
with an Irish Type II haplotype, so an NPE is deduced as accounting for this.  

5.4  The subclade of SNP FT11485 

The third and final significant subclade of SNP A151 is that of SNP FT11485 and its five equivalent 
STR mutations before it subdivides into subclades headed by SNP FT74196 (with a further seven 
equivalents) and SNP A714 (with two equivalents). Those in the former have names and ancestral 
birthplaces from around the British Isles and include a Welsh ‘Jones’ family, albeit with north Wales 
known ancestry; under the latter are found two further subclades of particular interest. 

The first, headed by SNP BY11105, appears to belong largely to the names Shinnick and Fox. (One 
Irish translation of fox is the phonetically identical sionnach). This may be simply a sobriquet so we 
look at the other name in the subclade; a single O Neill shares a branch with a Fox but there are two 
Hallahans, with most distant ancestors born in Fermoy, yet again close to the periphery of the Uí 
Liatháin septlands of East Cork. This name is found today predominantly in the eastern part of Co. 
Cork and the western part of Co. Waterford, i.e with East Cork as its epicentre.  

In the second subclade of SNP A714, that of SNP A715, are found a number of Brazils. Here at last 
we do have a name appearing in the Uí Liatháin genealogies, Bressal, son of Ailill Tassach (from 
whom the subsept Uí Thassaigh), son of Echu Liathán. It has to be noted that Bressal was another 
popular name and appears elsewhere in Munster genealogies. However the aforementioned 1291 
Uí Liatháin Septlands map includes an area assigned to Cenél Breasail, presumably giving 
recognition to descendants of Bressal son of Ailill Tassach (mac Ailello Thassaig). 
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It is estimated that that the two subclades under SNP FT11485, those of SNPs A714 and FT74196, 
were founded about the eighth century, so the latter cannot be aligned with fifth century incursions 
into Wales or Cornwall. The imagination may of course maintain the family links for three centuries! 

5.5  Uí Liatháin: in conclusion 

In conclusion, having postulated an alignment of the A151 haplogroup with Uí Liatháin, much 
circumstancial evidence has been found, with the following being to the forefront: 

• the ancestry of O Connell members of the subclade of A12018 being split between Dingle Bay 
and East Cork. 
 

• a concentration of ancestors of testing participants in the haplogroup of SNP A151 (or at least of 
their surnames) found in proximity to their erstwhile septlands in East Cork.  

This is presented as a basis on which it is hoped that a stronger case might be built as new 
information both from Y-DNA testing and further research in the literature comes to light.  
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Appendix 1 The Irish Type II haplotype and its corresponding SNP path 

App1.1  Basics of Y-DNA genetic genealogy 

In genetic genealogy, we are able to trace paternal lineages through mutations which occasionally 
occur on the Y-chromosome, and then persist in succeeding generations. Three types of mutation 
are involved: 

(a) Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs). It is very rare that SNPs used by genetic genealogists 
are ever repeated or reversed in a lineage stretching back over 70,000 years. They thus afford 
reliable tracing of lineages from the ‘genetic Adam’ to the present day through an ‘SNP path’. 
Each new SNP on that path initiates a new haplogroup or subclade, the latter simply being a 
division under, and thus subsequent to, the former.  
 

(b) Short Tandem Repeat (STR) Mutations.  These are changes to the number of repeating motifs 
(the allele) at designated Y-chromosome segments, usually an increase or decrease of one. 
Their frequency varies considerably from one of these loci to another, and is sometimes 
dependent on the actual allele value. A collection of these alleles (frequently 37, 67 or 111 of 
them are used) defines one’s haplotype.   

 
(c) InDels. These are insertion or deletion of one or more base pairs, other than STR mutations. A 

particular type which it might be argued is also an STR mutation occurs when a homopolymer – 
a chain of identical bases – adds or deletes one or more such bases. These are often 
considered less stable and ignored in analyses. 

 SNPs, InDels and STR loci are often called ‘markers’. 

The same STR mutations will be seen in many different lineages but patterns of allele values across 
a multitude of STR markers can be indicative of a lineage stretching back into the Neolithic age, thus 
being associated with an SNP path. Some of these patterns, seen in many individuals except for the 
occasional difference caused by more recent mutations, have been given names such as Irish Type 
II, discussed in more detail below.   

A tree constructed to show the flourishing of the subclades of a haplogroup is known as a 
phylogenetic tree, or haplotree. In the McCarthy Surname Study the former term is retained also 
where such trees have been embellished with STR mutations, a style of tree which Dr. Maurice 
Gleeson prefers to call a Mutation History Tree. 

App1.2  Origin and definition of the Irish Type II haplotype 

The Atlantic Modal Haplotype (AMH) was a label coined by J F Wilson et alii in 2001 for a pattern of 
six Short Tandem Repeat (STR) Y-DNA alleles very commonly found in males living along the 
Atlantic seaboard [24]. As more STRs became available for Direct to Consumer (DTC) testing, the 
extended pattern seen in Family Tree DNA (FTDNA)’s Y-DNA67 test became known as Super 
Western Atlantic Modal Haplotype (SWAMH) and in due course was determined as the probable 
haplotype of the progenitor in whom SNP R-L21 occurred. For convenience, the use of the acronym 
SWAMH is extended here to include all 111 markers of FTDNA’s Y-DNA111 test. (Only when 
extending to 111 markers does the pattern differ – at three markers – from that deduced as 
associated with its antecedent, R-P312).  

From Y-DNA analysis of ancient bones, it seems that SNP R-L21 occurred about 4,400 years ago. 
(This dating is subject to amendment as more authoritative and / or up-to-date information becomes 
available). R-L21 (or simply ‘L21’) and its genetic ‘son’, DF13, predominate in Ireland and Wales but 
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are very common elsewhere in Britain and Brittany. L21 is believed to have occurred in Continental 
Europe [25] during the horse-riding, metal-working, Eurasian Steppe people’s relentless expansion 
westwards, prior to its arrival in ‘the Isles’ (Britain and Ireland), although there are those who argue 
that it only occurred after this arrival, in south-west England [26]. 

Irish Types I, II and III are all patterns of STR alleles observed as being dominant in different regions 
of Ireland, varying from the SWAMH through subsequent STR mutations in different ways. In each 
case these mutations were occurring successively throughout the Bronze Age, and certainly with 
Types II and III well into the Iron Age. Irish Type I is strongly represented in the north-west of Ireland 
and south-west Scotland but not uncommon further afield, and is associated with SNP R-M222. Irish 
Types II and III are associated with south and north Munster (Desmond and Thomond) respectively 
with the latter determined as that of Brian Boru(mha)’s paternal lineage and associated with SNP R-
L226. This is a descent from Cormac Cas and is known as Dalcassian (from the Irish dál gCais). 

The Irish Type II haplotype in its fully developed form varies from the SWAMH at thirteen markers in 
FTDNA’s Y-DNA111 palette, viz.: 

FTDNA  
Sequence No.  

Y-Chromosome 
Seqment I.D.  

SWAMH  
(associated with SNP L21)  

Irish Type II 
(associated with SNP S1115) 

4  DYS391  11  10  

6  DYS385b  14  15  

9  DYS439  12  11  
18  DYS447  25  24  

30  DYS456  16  15  

35  CDYb  38  37  
36  DYS442  12  13  

67  DYS565  12  11  

83  DYS636  12  11  
97  DYS532  13  14  

99  DYS504  17  16  
104  DYS635  23  24  

108  DYS510  17  18  

 

App1.3  SNP path associated with evolution of the Irish Type II haplotype 

Just as R-L21 came to be associated with the SWAMH, it became apparent in 2012 that SNP 
CTS4466, on the new National Geographic DNA chip, along with CTS3974, CTS5714 and 
CTS8358, were all testing positive in those with the Irish Type II haplotype but not elsewhere. This 
group of ‘equivalent’ mutations – occurring during a period when there was no known branching of 
the phylogenetic tree – came to be known as the CTS4466 ‘block’. 

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) tests were introduced in 2013 with FGC’s Y-Prime (later Y-
Elite) and FTDNA’s Big Y and in due course not only were more SNPs identified as belonging to the 
CTS4466 block and occurring in parallel with many of the STR mutations which defined the Irish 
Type II haplotype, but some upstream branching of the phylogenetic tree was discovered. The path 
from L21 to the ‘CTS4466 block’ – as identified in the appropriate segment of James Kane’s 
‘Experimental Tree’ [12] – is currently identified as L21>DF13>FGC11134>A353>A146>S7942 
>CTS4466 block (A146 is an InDel also known as Z16250; S7942 (aka Z3024) has A114 as an 
equivalent). 
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Four of the Irish Type II’s thirteen characteristic STR mutations (at DYS635, DYS447, DYS391 and 
DYS532) appear to have occurred between the time of FGC11134 and the CTS4466 block. The 
branches occurring during this period are thinly populated when compared with the number of 
participants who test or are predicted positive for SNP CTS4466. 

For a period of perhaps 1,700 years, from about 1,850 B.C to the second century B.C.,  the survival 
of the developing Irish Type II haplotype then hung by a thread, with no apparent branching which 
has survived to the present day. Similar bottlenecks are evident in many other parallel descents 
from DF13. Eventually the small subclade of SNP A7751 (with less than 2% of CTS4466 
participants) breaks away. In parallel with this, SNP S1115 occurs on the trunk of the tree, alongside 
the last of the STR mutations defining the Irish Type II haplotype, at DYS439. (It is of course not 
impossible that the mutation at DYS439 had occurred earlier and there was now a back (or reverse) 
mutation at this marker at the beginning of the A7751 subclade).  
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Attachments 

1 Overall scheme and haplogroup Z16251 details except Eóghanacht Chaisíl  

2a. Eóghanacht Chaisíl – with alignment of small O Sullivan cluster then A923 Block with 
Fáelghus 

2b Eóghanacht Chaisíl – with alignment of small O Sullivan cluster then Z17982 Block with 
Fáelghus 

3a Eóghanacht Chaisíl – with alignment of O Dennehy cluster then BY21825 with Fáelghus 

3b Eóghanacht Chaisíl – with alignment of O Dennehy cluster then BY21825 and A664 under 
Clann Donngaile 

3c Eóghanacht Chaisíl – with alignment of O Dennehy cluster then BY21825 and A664 under 
Cenél Connaill 

4a Uí Fhidhgheinte – with 5th century derivation of Uí Chonaill Gabhra 

4b Uí Fhidhgheinte – with postulated 7th century derivation of Uí Chonaill Gabhra 

5 Uí Liatháin and Uí Dedaid 



LUGHAIDH LÁGA

???
???

See Attachments 4 and 5 for details

Three alternative origins of Dedad, Dau and Der

MAINE MUNCHAOIN ???

DYS533: 13>12

???

(by Aoibhinne daughter of Aonghus Bolg, king of the Corca Laidhe)

DUBH GILCAICH

A9005, Y18975 (Note 12)
???

ÁEDH BENNÁN

CATHASSACH

L92 , BY23402

   (Note 13) LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies

Phylogenetic tree

Surname aligned.

DYS533: 13>12 Surname in this location currently misaligned.

No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

Sept or tribal name

GENERAL NOTES OTHER ATTACHMENTS

1. 2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER
3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHEY CLUSTER

2. 4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES

11. Possible placement of further subclades under SNP Z16251 and its equivalents.
12. Although reported as separate SNPs, these are just a few bases apart and likely constitute an MNP (Multiple nucleotide polymorphism).
13. From which Kirby, Kerwick. See Attachments 4a/b for phylogeny for these names.
14. See text, section 3.6.
15. Although Artri's was a natural death, 126 years between his and his grandfather's death suggests there may in fact have been a second Cathal in this lineage!

(Note 15)

DYS523: 14>15 

BY151141 

DUBH INDRECHT

ÉLADACH

AINBHLEITHE

DUBH TORRÁN

TUATHÁN

S1126

DOMHNALL

ECHDACH

A805 
BEANNT

CATHAL

(White)

FGC29060 

SUIBHNE

FOTHADH

GANEMACH

A2221 ARTGAL

CORR MARCÁN

MAEL ANFADH

ÚI MUIREADHAIGH

ÁEDH OSRAIGHEACH

(d. 742)
CATHAL

495: 16>14 

(d. 821)

CAIRDDID

549: 13>14

TIPRAITI

SODALBI

FEIDHLIMIDH

A150

DERCCO BIRN

AMHALGADH 

18 equivs.

FTY789: 17>18

LAOGHAIRE

UGHOIN

UÍ FLAINN LUA

E222

A6305, A6388

DONN 
CREIGHEACH

DUBH INDRECHT

CUMMÍNE

A663

UÍ FIACHACH ÉILE

CEANNAGHAN

(Note 11)

FGC29068

DATHLUATH 

MONGFHINNE (f)

MUIRIDEACHLUGHAIDH

A151
DAU

AILILL

UÍ AILELLA

UÍ DEDAID

DYS624: 9>10

DYS612u5: 27>28

UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE

BRESAL

TIGERNACH

(Note 11)

(Twins, one and same, or father and son?)

(A1135)

(of N E Co. Tipperary)

???
FIDHACH

O LAOI

FT16094 
A2224 

FTY720: 17>16 

FTY214: 13>12 

A2225 

BY118002 
DYS525: 10>11 

DYS710: 35>36 

FT37986 

CATHAL NA CON BUIDHE 
(d. 1063)

DOMHNALL

ÓENGHUSFLANN

(Kane, Warren, O 

Donoghue, 

McCarty)

DYS534: 15>16

DYS481: 22>21

DYS537: 10>11

FGC9871 

DYS413a: 23>22

A2222 
A2223 

UA DONNCHADHA

DONNCHADH

FINN SLÁINE

MÁEL GUAILE

CIARMHACC

A806 
A808 

FTY44: 11>12 

FT56503 

CERBHALL

UÍ CHIARMHAICC

MEIC MARAS

GILLA ALBHE

CONOR

FT9966 

ÓLCHOBUR 

(d. 773)

A809 

CATHASECH

AONGHUS

CORNE

DÚNLANN

(d.805)

FEARGHAL

LEE, LEAHY

(d. 1017)

DYS444: 12>13

DYS542: 12>13

A914 
DYS464d: 17>18

CDYb: 37>38

DYS685u1: 18>19 

BY23994 
A810 

DYS570: 17>18

DYS495: 16>17 

DYS712: 21>22 

DYS715: 24>25 

DYS510: 18>17 

FTY299: 11>12 

FTY510: 10>11 

FTY535: 11>12 

FTY574: 13>12 

FTY886: 10>11 

(d 1015)

(O Curnáin, a quo 

Cournane and 

Courtney)

(d. 1170)

CONCHUBHAR

EÓGHANACHT OF MAGH 
GEIRGINN (Scotland)

EÓGHANACHT LOCH LEIN
(of Co. Kerry)

MAINE

CINN FÁELADH

(by Mongfhinne, daughter of Feradach Finn. King of 

the Cruithnechan (Picts) in Scotland)

CUMMINE

CONALL

ÁEDH DAMÁN ÁEDH FINN

MÁEL CÁICH

CRIMTHAINN

CAIRPRE LUACHRA
(Twins, or one and same?)

DUACH IARLAITHI

AMALGAIDH

COBHTHACH

NAD SLUAIG FIACHU FEIDHLIMIDH

CAIRPRE CRUITHNECHÁN
(Note 11)

FGC17180

DEDAD DER

UÍ THRENA

Z21065

ÁEDH UALGARBH

ECHU LIATHÁN

DAIRE CERBBA

EÓGHANACHT RAITHLINN

CRIMTHANN

UÍ BRACCÁN

BRACCAN
FIACHU FIDHGHENID

(Z18170)

(A1136)

UÍ LIATHÁIN

UÍ ECHACH MUMHAN / IVAGHA

(d. 593)

MAC BRÓCC

CAUSÁN

CORMAC

GARBHAN

ÉNNA

CAIRPRE 
RIASTRÁN

CÚÁN (d. 649)

MÁEL h-UMHA
SUIBHNEFAIBHERÓNÁN

CONCERTACH

CÚ DRUINE

DYS456: 15>16

DYS557: 16>15

A6516

GATA A10: 13>12 

(O Carroll)

SELBHACH

FGC29065 
A804 

DÚNLANN

CLÁIRENICH

EDIRSGELUISNEACH

444: 12>13

???

FGC11140

DYS508: 11>12

(CENN FÁELADH)

FERGHUS
CÉNEL mBÉCCE

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

DICOLLA BY42407

CON DÍNISC

COBHTHACH

MURCHADH

CERBHALL

ÚI MUIREADHAIGH

MÁEL CORGHUS

FIANNAMHLA

AINBHTHENACH

ÉLÁDACH

CATHÁN

ÓLCHOBOR ÁEDH (d. 733)CONGAL

MÁEL UMAE

CONGAL

Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

A726(FER DÁ LEITHE) CON CHUAN

GANEMACH
540: 12>11

(Kissane, 

Sheehan (2 of 2))

FT48511 
BY3531 

(Note 14)

(d. 786)

(d. 833)

FOGARTACH

UÍ MUIRCHEARTAIGH

MÁEL DÚIN

MUIRCHEARTACH

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

CORMAC (or 
CAIRPRE)

MURRAY

DYS485: 15>13 

FGC11145 
FGC11150 

CIAN

UI CERBHAILL

O CARROLL

DYS549: 13>12

GASCEDACH

MÁEL ANFAIDH

ÉCHTGHUS ÓENGHUS

DÚNGAL GERTHADH

DAIGH

LUGHAIDH

ÉOGHAN

CORMAC

CAIBLÍNE
(Note 11)

DIARMAIT

CUANGAL

DUBÁN

(d. 661)

FTY110: 13>12

or UÍ MEIC IAIR

ÓENGHUS

MÁEL DUINTÓMMÍNE

CON RIAGALL

CIAR

UÍ MHIC CEIR

or MAC IAIR

???

BRIAN

FGC29280
DYS523: 14>15

RÓNÁN

ÉOGHANÁN

TÁL

MUIREDHEACH

NAD SLUAIG

CRIMTHANN

COLMÁNSCANDAL

(seven further 

sons)

FAIRCHELLACHCONACH

DYS612u5: 27>28

CONBRAT

S1115
Z3023

(of Glanworth, Co. Cork)

DÁL gCAIS

UÍ CAOIMH

AILILL ÓLOM (d. 234)

DYS439: 12>11 

DYS514: 16>17

FTY876: 14>15

DYS517u1: 15>14

FGC29058

CORMAC CAS

S1121

CRIMTHANN FEIMHIN

King of Cashel, 500 - 522

CRIOMTHANN 
FINN A1134

 BY24005 
 BY23498 

 F21702 

d.s.p.?

A208660 &AILILL

(Wood)

 A9185 

ÁEDH CÓECH

CATHBADH

(or SREIBH)

NATH  Í UÍ LAOGHAIRE

A541

NATH    
FITREACH

MAC    
CÁIRTHINN

CRIMTHANN

(Rober(t)son)

EÓGHANACHT GLENNAMNACH

EOCHAIDH FINN

5 or 6 equivs

(in north of 

Ireland and 

Scotland)

FTY792: 13>14

FTY721: 11>10

AILILL FLANN BEC

EÓGHANACHT ÁINE

CÉNEL nÁEDHA

A12404 &
523: 13>14

548: 13>14

FIACHA MUILLETHAN TADHG

CIAN (d.241)

UÍ CIANACHTA
(to Brega,  Co. Meath, then 

spreading northwards)

CRIOMTHANN
(d.s.p. 378)

ECHU

(MAC) CAS

≥ 8 equivs

AILILL FLANN MOR (one O Leary)

MUG NÚADAT

FGC84010

Numerous other sons d.s.p.

(in Wales?)

EÓGHAN MÓR (d. 195)

(FIACHA FER DÁ LIACH, b. 195/196)

CONALL CORC 

A212 & 

O REILLY

UA DONNCHADHA ( d. 1158)

FTY112: 14>13 

DYS642: 10>11 DYS442: 13>12

FLAITHNIADH

FGC29067 
FGC29072 
FGC29073 
FGC29074 

FT36037 
FT36193 

A802 
A803 

FGC29075 

CORMAC

CÚ CEN MATHAIR 
(d.665)

AODH FLANN 
CATHRACH

AILILL

ARTRI

(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary)

First king of Cashel

FTY112: 13>14

FTY858: 8>9

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE

≥ 15 equivs. FGC11136
LUGHAIDH

UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

CORCLOSADH [?]L270.2 &

LUGHAIDH

Z16251

DIARMAIT

ECHDACH

AILGIL

DÚNCHADH

EÓGHANACHT AIRTHIR

COLMÁN

O KEEFFE

CATHAL

CAIRBRE CROM 
(d. 577)

FT225347 

714: 25>24 

635: 24>25 

(d. 908)

SELBACH

CUILENNÁN

CORMAC

FIACHA ÁEDH CRON FEARADACHFIACHRA 
EIDHSCEACH

GORMAN

FINGHUINE

CRUNMHAOL MAOLANFAIDH DUBHDA FORANNAN AONGHUSMAOL-
OCHTRAIGH

FINGHUINE
(d. 695)

FURUDRÁN

CEALLACH ANGHUS LIATH

DYS442: 13>14

CHLIACH

O SULLIVAN

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

FEIDHLIMIDH

See Attachments 2a/b and 3a/b/c for alternative 

schemes from hereon

NAD FROÍCH

(BY2881)

BY149

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL
(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary)

BRESALSENACH

???

King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

ÓENGHUS 
(d. 489)

 (of Knockeiney, Co. Limerick, 

A159

RINN

DYS504: 16>17 

DYS585: 10>9 

DYS523: 14>15 

three sons to 

(wife)  Eithni 

Uathaigh

UÍ 
BEANNTRAIGHE

FLANN LUA

FT7853 
FT7884 
FT8178 

Z20766 
FT32453 

A807 
A13625 

(Mulcahy)

CORMAC

FERADACH

CAOMH

DÚNLANN
(d. 988)

DUBH DÁ 
BAIRENN

DOMHNALL

DOMHNALL
(d. 958)

([Surname] )

A542 
A543 

O MORIARTY

(d. 841)
712: 21>20 

523: 15>16 

536u1: 11>12 

612u5: 27>28 

518u6: 13>14 

(Caldwell, Howie and variants 

(Scotland))

CATHNIADH

(MacCarthy 

Gaibhdeach 

(Guidagh))

(O'Leary)

DUBH DÁ 
BAIRENN

A2226 / BY24891 

(d. 978)

SPELEÁN

AEDH
(d. 1163)

CONOR
(d. 1178)

DOMHNALL 
(d.1178)

DYS385b: 15>16

BY121634 

DYS442: 12>13

DYS456: 15>16

DYS715: 24>25 

Good alignment for O Donoghue of

the Glens but inclusion of

Amlaoibh Mór and O Donoghue

Mór here is contested: see text,

section 3.3.1

MUIRCHERTACH
(d.1163)

MURCHAD 
(d. 1169)

CATHAL

O DONOGHUE OF THE GLENS

FERGHUS

O DONOGHUE MÓR

FTY927: 15>14 

DYS612u5: 27>28 

FTY112: 13>14 

FINNSUILECH

BÉCC
(d. 661)

(d. 959)

CÚ CONGELT

MAOLMUADH

CONATH

CONOR

AILILL

O MAHONY

CATHAL

MATHGHAMHAIN

FTY44: 11>12 

FTY445: 10>11 

FTY876:: 15>16 

(Finn, Holland, 

Crawford)

AMHLAOIBH MÓR 

BRAN

DUBH DÁ 
SUIBHNE

SLÓGEDACH

DONNGAL

GATA A10: 13>12

FT38151 
FT38651 

S1129 

DYS390: 24>25

DYS446: 13>12

DYS464c: 17>16

DYS565: 11>12

Z20764 

GATA H4: 11>10

CATHAL
(d. 1014)

 (d. 1038)

(d. 1014)

DYS458: 17>18

CDYa: 36>35

CDYb: 37>36

DYS710: 35>34 

DYS513: 12>13 

FTY285: 12>13 

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than 
is actually the case. 

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

(d 1014)

DONNCHADH

UÍ MATHGHAMHAIN

BY80113
FT206119(BY2877)

FTY267: 11>10 

DYS534: 15>16

DYS447: 24>22

CIAN

UÍ RAHALLAIGH

RAGHALLAGH

DYS485: 13>11 

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

DYS712: 21>20

DYS685u1: 18>19 

FTY814: 13>12 

DYS517u1: 14>15 

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT
EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL    
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DUBH GILCAICH

SECHNASSACH MOÍNACH (d. 661)

DYS612u5: 27>28

???

DUBH SLÁN

(Note 21)

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies OTHER ATTACHMENTS

Phylogenetic tree 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER THEN Z17982 BLOCK WITH FÁELGHUS

3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHEY CLUSTER
4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE

5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 
GENERAL NOTES

1. Surname aligned.

2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

21 Subject to verification of source material

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

O QUIRK / KIRK

(Twomey, Collins)

(Mooney, 

Moynihan, 

McCarthy 

Meenig)

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

A664

UÍ DUINEACHAIDH

 BY3525

ECHTHIGERN BRAN DOMHNALL ARTGAL THNÚTHGAL BEIRGINE CRUNNMÁEL DUNN

CORCLACHTNA DONNGAL ÊOGANÁN DUBH DÁ 
BOIREANN

DUNADHACH

DOMHNALL
(d.647)

MURCHADH FEIDHLIMIDH MOÍNACH DUINEACHADH SNÉDGHUS DONNGHUS

ARTGAL

ETERSCÉOL FOGARTACH

alias SUILLEABHÁN
MUGRÓN

CENN FÁELADH FORBASSACH

DYS533: 13>12

FTY269: 11>10 

MÁEL CHRÍCHI

FTY775: 15>12 

FTY112: 14>15

(Carey)

BY21613
DYS616: 14>13

DYS641: 10>11

DYS565: 11>10

MÁEL AUGRAI MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

GRÍFINE

O SULLIVAN

O DENNEHY

EOCHAIDH DONNCHADH DUBH DÁ BAIRENN BUADHACHÁN

DUBH INDRECHT CRIMTHANN INDREACHTACH FIANGHUS

CDYa: 36>35

CENÉL CONAILL

DYS458: 17>16 DYS447: 24>25

DFY395S1a: 15>16

(Sheehan (1 of 2))

FLANN ROBHA DUBH DÁ CHRICH FLANN EACHTGHUS

CONALL

CLANN 
DONNGAILE

SNÉDGHUS

CÓELLADH

FÁELGHUS

DYF393u3: 24>23 

DONNGAL

MÁELFINÁN  BY21825
DYS533: 13>12

CDYb: 37>38

DYS716: 26>25 

DYS446: 13>14

DYS549: 13>12 

FAILBHE FLANN

Z17982

CDYa: 36>35

(d. 618 at Cashel)

A923

(d. 639)

Z17983

CORMAC (d. 665) COLGAN (d. 678)

COLMÁN RECHTABHRATH TIPRAITE NAD FROÍCH

CDYb: 37>35

DYS549: 13>12

FTY117: 13>12

A6508 S27124 
DYS439: 13>12

FINGHIN

FT17827 

CATHAL

CDYb: 37>38 FTY814: 13>12 

(Donahue, O 

Hanlon)

DYS710: 35>34A6507

CENÉL FINGHIN AODH DUBH (ÁEDH) 

DYS712: 21>22

FIACHRA
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LUGHAIDH S1121

CONALL CORC Z16251
First king of Cashel FGC11136

FTY112: 13>14

FTY858: 8>9

King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

Z3006 CRIMTHANN DYS442: 13>12

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL ÓENGUS (BY2881)
(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary) (d. 489-492)

O SULLIVAN
NAD FROÍCH A159

L270.2 & CATHBADH CORCLOSADH [?]
≥ 15 equivs.

FEIDHLIMIDH BY149

AILILL FLANN BEC A541

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary) (of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

LUGHAIDH

???

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

BY3527 

(or CEALLACHÁN?)

BY3528 

SNP BY34719 
SNP FT3648 DYF393: 24>25 

DYS548: 14>13 

& 17 equivs

(d. 944)
CORMAC MUIREDAIGH

FTY198: 10>11 

FTY214: 13>12 

EIGERTACH
(d. 951)

CENNÉTIGH

SNP BY34722 

DYS576: 18>17

DYS568: 11>12

(Sullivan, 

Lenihan, 

Dunnagan)

(Toomey, 

McCarthy)

O HEGARTY

CEARBHALL LÁEGHAIRE

LORCCÁN

(BY3526)
FTY927: 15>14

SNP BY34721 

CONDLÍGHÁN

UÍ CHEARBHAILL

BY65170 
DYS392: 13>14

UÍ CUIRC
UÍ EIGHEARTAIGH

O CARROLL CÚ CHALMA

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

CDYa: 36>35

DYS712: 22>24

KELLY
BY23543

DYS540: 12>11

KELLEHER

FTY117: 12>13

FTY110: 13>12

(McCarthy)

712: 22>23 

650: 19>18  

BY24129 
BY24697 

455: 11>10

DYS712: 22>23

DYS464c: 17>16

CDYb: 38>37

(Mulkey / McCoy / 

Mackay)

CATHAL

BY15517

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

SNP BY34720 

FT28545
 Y103372

FTY466: 11>12 

CINN FÁELADH DOMHNALL

DYS525: 10>11 

A12015

CÉILEACHAR

FÁELÁNDYS514: 17>16

FINGHUINE

CORCRÁN

CEALLACH LACHTNA

DONNCHADH RIORDAN

UÍ RIORDAIN UÍ CÉILEACHAIR
O DONOGHUE 

of Cashel O RIORDAN O DENNEHY

UA DONNCHADHA

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than 
is actually the case. 

MÁEL GUALA CENN FÁELADH
 (d 888)

DÚNCHADH LAEGHAIRE

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

DOMHNALL ASSID

Here is given Ceallachán of Cashel,

from which MacCarthys and O

Callaghans, but this is a 'fabrication'

(see text, section 2.6.1)

DÚNGAL

CUILÉN

ANDIARADH

(d. 895)

(d. 957)

FLANN MÓENACH

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

(d. 859)
AILGENÁN

(d. 853)

DUBH LACHTNA ÁEDH

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  2a - EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O 
SULLIVAN CLUSTER THEN A923 BLOCK WITH FÁELGHUS

Last updated: 14 April 2021
© COPYRIGHT NIGEL McCARTHY 2021



DUBH GILCAICH

SECHNASSACH MOÍNACH (d. 661)

DYS612u5: 27>28

???

DUBH SLÁN

(Note 21)

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies OTHER ATTACHMENTS

Phylogenetic tree 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL Ó SULLIVAN CLUSTER THEN A923 BLOCK WITH FÁELGHUS

3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF Ó DENNEHEY CLUSTER
4a/b UÍ FIDHGHEINTE

5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 
GENERAL NOTES

1. Surname aligned.

2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

21 Subject to verification of source material

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than 
is actually the case. 

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

DYS392: 13>14

650: 19>18  

DYS568: 11>12

(Mooney, 
Moynihan, 
McCarthy 
Meenig)

(Sullivan, 
Lenihan, 

Dunnagan)
(Toomey, 
McCarthy)

SNP BY34721 
SNP BY34722 

DYS576: 18>17

FTY214: 13>12 

FTY198: 10>11 

DYS464c: 17>16

BY24697 

DYS712: 22>23

455: 11>10

(Twomey, Collins)

DYS525: 10>11 BY24129 

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

(Sheehan (1 of 2))

BY21613

CINN FÁELADH

FTY117: 12>13 CDYa: 36>35

SNP BY34719 DYS548: 14>13 

SNP FT3648 DYF393: 24>25 

FTY110: 13>12 DYS712: 22>24

Ó QUIRK / KIRK

Ó DONOGHUE 
of Cashel Ó RIORDAN O CARROLL CÚ CHALMA

UÍ RIORDAIN UÍ CÉILEACHAIR UÍ CUIRC

(Mulkey / McCoy / 

BY65170 

O HEGARTY

DOMHNALLDÚNGAL DONNCHADH RIORDAN CÉILEACHAR

(Carey)

FTY466: 11>12 

Ó DENNEHY

KELLEHER

CDYb: 38>37

UÍ EIGHEARTAIGH

Ó SULLIVAN

alias SUILLEABHÁN  (d 888)
CEARBHALL LÁEGHAIRE CORCRÁNDÚNCHADH LAEGHAIRE ANDIARADH FÁELÁN MUGRÓNEOCHAIDH DONNCHADH DUBH DÁ BAIRENN BUADHACHÁN CENN FÁELADH

DYS616: 14>13

UÍ CHEARBHAILL

CORCMÁEL AUGRAI MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

GRÍFINE LACHTNA DONNGAL ÊOGANÁN

DUNN ARTGAL

DYS641: 10>11

DYS565: 11>10

DYS447: 24>25

DFY395S1a: 15>16

DUBH DÁ 
BOIREANN

DUNADHACH MÁELFINÁN DYS458: 17>16 BY21825
DYS533: 13>12

UÍ DUINEACHAIDH

ECHTHIGERN BRAN DOMHNALL ARTGAL THNÚTHGAL BEIRGINE CRUNNMÁEL

DONNGHUS ETERSCÉOL FOGARTACH
(d.647)

MURCHADH FEIDHLIMIDH MOÍNACH DUINEACHADH SNÉDGHUS

DYS549: 13>12CDYb: 37>38

DYS446: 13>14

DUBH INDRECHT CRIMTHANN INDREACHTACH FIANGHUS DONNGAL CENN FÁELADH

FLANN ROBHA DYS549: 13>12 DUBH DÁ CHRICH FLANN EACHTGHUS CLANN 
DONNGAILE

FÁELGHUS

FORBASSACH CONALL

DYS439: 13>12 DYF393u3: 24>23 

CDYa: 36>35

CDYb: 37>35

DYS716: 26>25 

FTY117: 13>12

CORMAC (d. 665) COLGAN (d. 678)

A6508 COLMÁN RECHTABHRATH TIPRAITE S27124 NAD FROÍCH

AILILL FLANN BEC A541

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL ÓENGUS (BY2881)
(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary) (d. 489-492)

FEIDHLIMIDH BY149

NAD FROÍCH A159

Z16251
First king of Cashel FGC11136

FTY112: 13>14

FTY858: 8>9

???

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

F
o

r 
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n
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n
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1

LUGHAIDH S1121

CONALL CORC 

(d. 957)

CDYb: 37>38 FTY814: 13>12 

(Donahue, Ó 
Hanlon)

CENÉL FINGHIN AODH DUBH (ÁEDH) 

Ó SULLIVAN

King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

Z3006 CRIMTHANN DYS442: 13>12

FIACHRA

FAILBHE FLANN
(d. 618 at Cashel) (d. 639)

FINGHIN A6507

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary) (of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

LUGHAIDH L270.2 & CATHBADH CORCLOSADH [?]
≥ 15 equivs.

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

CONDLÍGHÁN
(or CEALLACHÁN?)

CATHAL LORCCÁN
(d. 944)FTY112: 14>15

DYS533: 13>12

FTY269: 11>10 

FTY775: 15>12 

FT28545
 Y103372

EIGERTACH

CUILÉN CEALLACH LACHTNA

CORMAC MUIREDAIGH

712: 22>23 

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

CDYa: 36>35

BY23543

FT17827 SNÉDGHUSZ17982
A923Z17983

UA DONNCHADHA

CENNÉTIGH
(d. 951)

MÁEL GUALA AILGENÁN
(d. 859) (d. 853)

DUBH LACHTNA
(d. 895)

Here is given Ceallachán of
Cashel, from which MacCarthys
and Ó Callaghans, but this is a
'fabrication' (see text, section
2.6.1)

FLANN MÓENACH ÁEDH MÁEL CHRÍCHI

Ó DENNEHY

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

DOMHNALL ASSID

FINGHUINE

DOMHNALL

DYS540: 12>11

A12015

A664
 BY3525

DYS710: 35>34

DYS712: 21>22

CATHAL

CENÉL CONAILL

CÓELLADH

BY15517BY3527 
& 17 equivs

(BY3526)
FTY927: 15>14

BY3528 

DYS514: 17>16

SNP BY34720 
(McCarthy) (Kelly)

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  2b - EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O 
SULLIVAN CLUSTER THEN Z17982 BLOCK WITH FÁELGHUS

Last updated: 14 April 2021
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DUBH GILCAICH

DYS612u5: 27>28

SECHNASSACH MOÍNACH (d. 661)

(Note 21)

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies OTHER ATTACHMENTS

Phylogenetic tree 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL Ó SULLIVAN CLUSTER
3b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF Ó DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CLANN DONNGAILE
3c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF Ó DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CENÉL CONAILL

4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
GENERAL NOTES 5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 

1. Surname aligned.

2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

21 Subject to verification of source material

A664

(Twomey, 
Collins)

(Mooney, 
Moynihan, 
McCarthy 
Meenig)

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 
It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than is 
actually the case. 

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

UÍ CÉILEACHAIR

O HEGARTYDYS392: 13>14

Ó QUIRK / KIRK

& 17 equivs (d. 944) 650: 19>18  

DOMHNALL CENNÉTIGH
(d. 951)

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

DYS568: 11>12

(Dunnagan, 
Sullivan, Lenihan)

CÉILEACHAR

(Toomey, 
McCarthy)

BY65170 DYS712: 22>23

Ó DENNEHY KELLY

UÍ EIGHEARTAIGH
UÍ CUIRC

712: 22>23 

CDYb: 38>37

(Mulkey / McCoy 
/ Mackay)

DYS525: 10>11 

(or CEALLACHÁN?) BY3528 
Here is given Ceallachán of Cashel,

from which MacCarthys and Ó

Callaghans, but this is a 'fabrication'

(see text, section 2.6.1)

BY24129 

CATHAL BY15517 LORCCÁN

CUILÉN LACHTNA CONDLÍGHÁN

BY24697 
455: 11>10

(d. 895)

DYS464c: 17>16

DYS576: 18>17 CORCRÁN

Ó DONOGHUE 
of Cashel

Ó RIORDAN
KELLEHER O CARROLL CÚ CHALMA

UÍ RIORDAIN

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

DOMHNALL ASSID CORMAC MUIREDAIGH

DÚNGAL DONNCHADH RIORDAN EIGHEARTACH CINN FÁELADH

(d. 957)

UA DONNCHADHA

DYS540: 12>11

CEALLACH

EOCHAIDH DONNCHADH DUBH DÁ BAIRENN CENN FÁELADH DÚNCHADH LAEGHAIRE

MÁEL AUGRAI MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

FLANN MÓENACH ÁEDH MÁEL CHRÍCHI FINGHUINE

BUADHACHÁN MÁEL GUALA AILGENÁN
(d. 859) (d. 853)

DUBH LACHTNA

FTY775: 15>12 

FTY466: 11>12 

 (d 888)

UÍ DUINEACHAIDH

FTY110: 13>12

SNP BY34720 
SNP BY34721 

GRÍFINE FT28545
 Y103372

CRUNNMÁEL ARTGAL
SNP BY34722 

LÁEGHAIRE

BY23543

ANDIARADH

BY3527 

FÁELÁN MUGRÓN

(McCarthy)

A12015 MÁELFINÁN CDYa: 36>35 CORC (BY3526) FTY117: 12>13

DYS712: 22>24 FTY927: 15>14

CEARBHALL

DUBH SLÁN

UÍ CHEARBHAILL

SNP FT3648 

DUNADHACH

DYF393: 24>25 

SNP BY34719 DYS548: 14>13 

DONNGAL ÊOGANÁN DUBH DÁ 
BOIREANN

SNÉDGHUS

ARTGAL

LACHTNA

DUNNFTY214: 13>12 

FTY198: 10>11 

DUBH INDRECHT CRIMTHANN INDREACHTACH FIANGHUS

 BY3525

ECHTHIGERN BRAN DOMHNALL THNÚTHGAL BEIRGINE

ETERSCÉOL FOGARTACH CÓELLADH DOMHNALL
(d.647)

MURCHADH FEIDHLIMIDH MOÍNACH DUINEACHADH DONNGHUS

DONNGAL CENN FÁELADH FORBASSACH CONALL

CENÉL CONAILL

FLANN ROBHA DUBH DÁ CHRICH FLANN EACHTGHUS CLANN 
DONNGAILE

FÁELGHUS SNÉDGHUS
DYS533: 13>12

 BY21825DYS458: 17>16 DYS447: 24>25

DFY395S1a: 15>16

CORMAC (d. 665) COLGAN (d. 678)
(Ó Sullivan)

FIACHRA COLMÁN RECHTABHRATH TIPRAITE NAD FROÍCH

CDYb: 37>35 DYS549: 13>12 CDYb: 37>38

DYS716: 26>25 DYS446: 13>14

DYS549: 13>12 

FAILBHE FLANN Z17982
CDYa: 36>35 (d. 618 at Cashel) A923 (d. 639) Z17983

FTY117: 13>12

A6508 S27124 
DYS439: 13>12 DYF393u3: 24>23 FINGHIN FT17827 CATHAL

CDYb: 37>38 FTY814: 13>12 

(Donahue, Ó 
Hanlon) DYS710: 35>34

A6507 CENÉL FINGHIN AODH DUBH (ÁEDH) DYS712: 21>22
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1

LUGHAIDH S1121

CONALL CORC Z16251
First king of Cashel FGC11136

FTY112: 13>14

FTY858: 8>9

King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

Z3006 CRIMTHANN DYS442: 13>12

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL ÓENGUS (BY2881)
(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary) (d. 489-492)

Ó SULLIVAN
NAD FROÍCH A159

L270.2 & CATHBADH CORCLOSADH [?]
≥ 15 equivs.

FEIDHLIMIDH BY149

AILILL FLANN BEC A541

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary) (of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

LUGHAIDH

???

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

(Sheehan (1 of 2))

BY21613
DYS616: 14>13

DYS514: 17>16 CDYa: 36>35

FTY112: 14>15

(Carey)

DYS533: 13>12

FTY269: 11>10 

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  3a - EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER 
THEN BY21825 WITH FÁELGHUS

Last updated: 14 April 2021
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DUBH GILCAICH

DYS612u5: 27>28

SECHNASSACH MOÍNACH (d. 661)

DUBH SLÁN

(Note 21)

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies OTHER ATTACHMENTS

Phylogenetic tree 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER
3a EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 WITH FÁELGHUS
3c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CENÉL CONAILL

4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
GENERAL NOTES 5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 

1. Surname aligned.

2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

21 Subject to verification of source material

UÍ CHEARBHAILL

UÍ EIGHEARTAIGH

O HEGARTY

(McCarthy) (Kelly)

 BY3525

BY3527 
& 17 equivs

SNP BY34722 
FTY214: 13>12 

 (d 888) DYS540: 12>11

SNP BY34720 
SNP BY34721 

SNP BY34719 

DYS525: 10>11 

CUILÉN CEALLACH

DUNN

DONNCHADH

(Toomey, 

McCarthy)

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

O DONOGHUE 
of Cashel

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent 
than is actually the case. 

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through 
comparison with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in 
location indicated.

KELLEHER

(Dunnagan, 

Sullivan, Lenihan)

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

DYS712: 22>23

BY65170 
DYS392: 13>14

DYS568: 11>12

([Surname] )

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     
In parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms 
and in DYZ19 region) 

UÍ CUIRC
(Twomey, 

Collins)

(Mulkey / McCoy 

/ Mackay)
O QUIRK / KIRK

O RIORDAN

RIORDAN CÉILEACHAR
(Mooney, 

Moynihan, 

McCarthy 

Meenig)

UÍ RIORDAIN UÍ CÉILEACHAIR

O CARROLL CÚ CHALMA

CINN FÁELADH

(d. 944)

DYS464c: 17>16 BY24129 
CDYb: 38>37 BY24697 

BY3528 

DÚNGAL
EIGERTACH

(d. 957)

CENNÉTIGH
(d. 951)

O DENNEHY

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

CORMAC MUIREDAIGH
650: 19>18  

455: 11>10

DOMHNALL ASSID 712: 22>23 

(or CEALLACHÁN?)

CATHAL LORCCÁN

DOMHNALL

LACHTNA CONDLÍGHÁN
FLANN MÓENACH

ÁEDH DYS576: 18>17 MÁEL CHRÍCHI FINGHUINE BY15517DUBH LACHTNA
(d. 895)Here is given Ceallachán of Cashel,

from which MacCarthys and O

Callaghans, but this is a 'fabrication'

(see text, section 2.6.1)

CORCRÁNANDIARADH FÁELÁN MUGRÓN CEARBHALL LÁEGHAIRE
EOCHAIDH DONNCHADH DUBH DÁ BAIRENN FTY198: 10>11 

AILGENÁN
(d. 853)

MÁEL GUALA
(d. 859)

CENN FÁELADH DÚNCHADH LAEGHAIRE BY23543

FTY112: 14>15

(Carey)

MÁELFINÁN CORCDUNADHACH
MÁEL AUGRAI MÁEL 

FOTHARDACH
GRÍFINE FT28545

 Y103372

DONNGAL
DYS548: 14>13 

A12015FTY117: 12>13 CDYa: 36>35 DUBH DÁ 
BOIREANN

SNP FT3648 ÊOGANÁN DYF393: 24>25 (BY3526)
FTY110: 13>12 DYS712: 22>24 FTY927: 15>14

LACHTNA

ARTGAL

UÍ DUINEACHAIDH

ECHTHIGERN BRAN DOMHNALL
BEIRGINE CRUNNMÁELTHNÚTHGAL

DYS514: 17>16 CDYa: 36>35

ARTGAL

DYS616: 14>13

CÓELLADH DOMHNALL

(d.647)
DYS533: 13>12MURCHADH FEIDHLIMIDH MOÍNACH DUINEACHADH

ETERSCÉOL  BY21825 FOGARTACH A664DONNGHUSSNÉDGHUS

SNÉDGHUS

DUBH INDRECHT CRIMTHANN INDREACHTACH FIANGHUS

CENÉL 

FLANN ROBHA DUBH DÁ CHRICH FLANN EACHTGHUS
CLANN 

DONNGAILE
FÁELGHUS

DFY395S1a: 15>16

(Sheehan (1 of 2))

BY21613
CONALLDONNGAL CENN FÁELADH FORBASSACH

CORMAC (d. 665) COLGAN (d. 678)
(O Sullivan)

FIACHRA COLMÁN RECHTABHRATH TIPRAITE NAD FROÍCH

CDYb: 37>35 DYS549: 13>12 CDYb: 37>38

DYS716: 26>25 DYS446: 13>14

DYS549: 13>12 

FAILBHE FLANN Z17982
CDYa: 36>35 (d. 618 at Cashel) A923 (d. 639) Z17983

DYS439: 13>12 DYF393u3: 24>23 FINGHIN FT17827 CATHAL

F
o

r 
co

n
ti

n
u

at
io

n
 s

ee
 A

tt
ac

h
m

en
t 

1

First king of Cashel FGC11136
FTY112: 13>14

FTY858: 8>9

FEIDHLIMIDH BY149
King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

Z3006 CRIMTHANN DYS442: 13>12

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL ÓENGUS (BY2881)
(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary) (d. 489-492)

CORCLOSADH [?]
≥ 15 equivs.

FTY117: 13>12

DYS458: 17>16 DYS447: 24>25

A6508

CDYb: 37>38 FTY814: 13>12 

(Donahue, O 

Hanlon) DYS710: 35>34

A6507 CENÉL FINGHIN AODH DUBH (ÁEDH) DYS712: 21>22

S27124 

DYS533: 13>12

FTY269: 11>10 

FTY775: 15>12 

FTY466: 11>12 

BUADHACHÁN

UA DONNCHADHA

AILILL FLANN BEC A541

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary) (of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

LUGHAIDH

LUGHAIDH S1121

CONALL CORC Z16251

???

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

O SULLIVAN
NAD FROÍCH A159

L270.2 & CATHBADH

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  3b - EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER 
THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CLANN DONNGAILE
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DUBH GILCAICH

DYS612u5: 27>28

SECHNASSACH MOÍNACH (d. 661)

DUBH SLÁN

(Note 21)

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies OTHER ATTACHMENTS

Phylogenetic tree 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER
3a EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 WITH FÁELGHUS
3b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CLANN DONNGAILE

4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
GENERAL NOTES 5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 

1. Surname aligned.

2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

21 Subject to verification of source material

UÍ CHEARBHAILL

UÍ EIGHEARTAIGH

O HEGARTY

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison with 
genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 
It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than is 
actually the case. 

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

FÁELGHUS

AILILL FLANN BEC A541

DYS712: 22>23

DYS392: 13>14

DYS568: 11>12

(Mulkey / McCoy / 

Mackay)

(Dunnagan, 

Sullivan, Lenihan)

(Toomey, 

McCarthy)

(Twomey)

COLLINS

SNP BY34720 
SNP BY34721 
SNP BY34722 

DYS576: 18>17

DYS464c: 17>16FTY214: 13>12 

FTY198: 10>11 

BY65170 

COLGAN (d. 678)

F
o

r 
co

n
ti

n
u

at
io

n
 s

ee
 A

tt
ac

h
m

en
t 

1

(or CEALLACHÁN?)

CONALL

CENÉL CONAILL

CUILÉN

ANDIARADH

DUNADHACH

DUNN

(Mooney, 

Moynihan, 

McCarthy 

Meenig)

650: 19>18  

712: 22>23 

DOMHNALL

FTY110: 13>12

CORC (BY3526) FTY117: 12>13

UÍ LUIGHDHEACH ÉILE UÍ CHATHBAD CHUILLE
(of Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary) (of N.W. Co. Tipperary)

L270.2 &LUGHAIDH
≥ 15 equivs.

CATHBADH CORCLOSADH [?]

???

O DONOGHUE 
of Cashel O RIORDAN O CARROLL O QUIRK / KIRKKELLEHER

DÚNGAL DONNCHADH RIORDAN CÉILEACHAR EIGERTACH CINN FÁELADH

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

DOMHNALL ASSID

UÍ RIORDAIN UÍ CÉILEACHAIR UÍ CUIRC

CÚ CHALMA

CORMAC

(d. 957)

UA DONNCHADHA

O DENNEHY

DOMHNALL

& 17 equivs

(McCarthy)

FLANN MÓENACH ÁEDH MÁEL CHRÍCHI FINGHUINE CEALLACH LACHTNA

 (d 888)
LAEGHAIRE FÁELÁN MUGRÓN CEARBHALL LÁEGHAIRE CORCRÁN

Here is given Ceallachán of Cashel,

from which MacCarthys and O

Callaghans, but this is a 'fabrication'

(see text, section 2.6.1)

BY24129 

CATHAL BY15517 LORCCÁN
(d. 944)

BY3528 
CONDLÍGHÁN BY3527 

BY23543

KELLY BY24697 

DYS540: 12>11

455: 11>10

DYS525: 10>11 

DYS533: 13>12

FTY269: 11>10 

MÁEL AUGRAI

A664
 BY3525

A12015 MÁELFINÁN CDYa: 36>35

DYS712: 22>24

BEIRGINE

EOCHAIDH

(O Sullivan)

DONNCHADH DUBH DÁ BAIRENN AILGENÁN CENN FÁELADH DÚNCHADH

DYS533: 13>12

 BY21825

MÁEL 
FOTHARDACH

GRÍFINE

FTY775: 15>12 

FTY466: 11>12 

ÊOGANÁN DUBH DÁ 
BOIREANN

(Carey)

CRUNNMÁEL

FT28545
 Y103372

(d.647)
UÍ DUINEACHAIDH

ECHTHIGERN BRAN DOMHNALL

CENN FÁELADH FORBASSACH

CDYa: 36>35

FTY112: 14>15

MURCHADH FEIDHLIMIDH MOÍNACH DUINEACHADH ETERSCÉOL FOGARTACH

FLANN EACHTGHUS

BY21613

CLANN 
DONNGAILE

DUBH INDRECHT CRIMTHANN INDREACHTACH FIANGHUS

DYS514: 17>16

DONNGAL

SNÉDGHUS

DYS616: 14>13

DYS549: 13>12 

DYS716: 26>25 

(Sheehan (1 of 2))

FAILBHE FLANN Z17982

FTY117: 13>12

(d. 618 at Cashel) A923 (d. 639) Z17983

DYS458: 17>16 DYS447: 24>25

FIACHRA COLMÁN RECHTABHRATH TIPRAITE NAD FROÍCH

DYS446: 13>14

CORMAC (d. 665)

FLANN ROBHA DUBH DÁ CHRICH

CDYb: 37>38

Z3006

BY149
King of Cashel, c. 489 - 500

DYS549: 13>12

First king of Cashel

FTY858: 8>9

FTY112: 13>14

FGC11136

NAD FROÍCH A159

EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL ÓENGUS (BY2881)

FTY814: 13>12 

CRIMTHANN DYS442: 13>12

(Donahue, O 

Hanlon) DYS710: 35>34

A6507 CENÉL FINGHIN

CDYb: 38>37

LUGHAIDH S1121

CONALL CORC Z16251

A6508
DYS439: 13>12

CDYa: 36>35

CDYb: 37>35

(of Cashel, Co. Tipperary) (d. 489-492)

FEIDHLIMIDH

AODH DUBH (ÁEDH) DYS712: 21>22

S27124 
DYF393u3: 24>23 FINGHIN FT17827 CATHAL

CDYb: 37>38

UÍ SUILLEABHÁN

O SULLIVAN

DFY395S1a: 15>16

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

CENNÉTIGH
(d. 951)

(d. 853)

SNÉDGHUS DONNGHUS

ARTGAL THNÚTHGAL

LACHTNA DONNGAL

BUADHACHÁN MÁEL GUALA
(d. 859)

DUBH LACHTNA
(d. 895)

CÓELLADH

SNP FT3648 DYF393: 24>25 

SNP BY34719 DYS548: 14>13 

MUIREDAIGH

FTY927: 15>14

ARTGAL

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  3c - EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHY CLUSTER 
THEN BY21825 AND A664 UNDER CENÉL CONAILL
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???

See Attachment 5 for details

Three alternative origins of Dedad, Dau and Der
MAINE MUNCHAOIN ???

See Attachment 1 for continuations

DYS533: 13>12

???

DYS533: 13>12

BERGÍNE (d. 921)

???

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies

Phylogenetic tree

Surname aligned.

(Tuohy / Twohy)
Surname in this location currently misaligned.

ERWIN, IRWIN No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

Sept or tribal name

GENERAL NOTES

1. OTHER ATTACHMENTS

2. 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL Ó SULLIVAN CLUSTER

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF Ó DENNEHEY CLUSTER
4. 4b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE - WITH POSTULATED 7TH CENTURY DERIVATION OF UÍ CHONAILL GABHRA

5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 
5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES

41. In separate genealogies, each of these two Echens is indicated as the progenitor of the Fir Tamnaigh.
42. See text section 4.2.
43.
44. King of Uí Fhidhgheinte
45. King of Uí Chairpri
46. King of Gabhair / Uí Chonaill Gabhra
47. See reference [21] for source, and text section 4.5.

GILLA FURSU

DÚNADACH

Ó REGAN

DYS 607: 15->14

(d. 1014)

FTY775: 15>14 

DYS627u3: 20>19 

FT85796

BILLRIN

ECHTHIGIRN

 (d. 962)

RIACÁN

(Note 44)

SCANLÁN

(Note 45)

CLARKE

DYS495: 16>15 

A2220
(BY24785)

A10727 

GUSSÁN

UAINIDE

446: 13>14 

552: 24>25 

FTY68: 11>12 

FTY502: 11>12 

(BY2878)

EÓGHANÁN (d. 
667)FT76192 

FTY354: 11>12 

MAOLTUL

McCarthy Cnoic)

(Cremeen)

(Crowley,

DYS712: 21>20 (Various)

BY42898 FGC85559 
A1338 

A12225 
DYS464d: 17>18

DYS442: 13>12

DYS549: 13>12 

FTY117: 13>12 

CONALL

DYS446: 14>15

TREASSACH

FEARGAL

CRUNNMÁEL 
(d. 649)

FTY927: 15>16

DYS449: 29>30

FT74418 
Z16256 

A89 
A90 

FT87749 ZZ70

DYS456: 15>16

FT8024 

Z16259 

BY23574

DO(I)NENNACH (d. 683)

TUATHCHARBÁETHÁN

DYS452: 30>29 

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

Ó DONOVAN

Ó CLERKIN

CDYb: 37>38

Ó CL(E)ARY 

CLÉRCHINE

CAIRPRE (BY23650)

h-ÍRAICH

FLANN (d. 762)MAÍNACH

ÁEDH

CONALL GABHRA 
(d. 701)

(d. 736)
BADHBHCHADH

CENN FÁELADH ( d. 774)

RAGNALL

MÁEL RUANAIDH

CROM (d. 1254)

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

CLUASACH

Ó BRUADAIR

MUIRITHE

COMMÁNTUTHAL

Z16255 

A154 

DYS576: 18>19

ÉLÁDACH

CIGHUCÚÁN (d. 645)

FT33440 
FT48494 

CONAMHLA

ERC AEDH DUBH

CONALLACHECHDACH

CONMAN

CONIDHREACH

MEIC CON

CAOINEALADH
AILILL AENGHUS LAPPAE

GRILLIN

BRION

A12590

(or Aenghus son of Lappa)
FTY66: 6>7 

ÁEDH

A761 MAC EIRC

NECHTAN CENNFHOTA

UÍ LIATHÁIN

ECHU LIATHÁN

(Twins, one and same, or father and son?)

LÁEGHAIRE

TRIAN

SÉTNA

BRÉNANN

FT33478 FIACHRACH

BY43102 

SINCHILL

A956 
DYS714: 25>26 

AÉDH

(of N E Co. Tipperary)

SÉTNA

A663

AILILL BRACCAN

UÍ AILELLA UÍ BRACCÁN UÍ FIACHACH ÉILE
A151

DYS624: 9>10

DYS612u5: 27>28

DATHLUATH 

UÍ DEDAID

DEDAD DER DAU

LUGHAIDH S1121 FIODACH

AILILL FLANN BECd.s.p.?

DAIRE CERBBA

???

(Wood)

Z21065

CRIOMTHANN MONGFHINNE (f)
(d.s.p. 378)

(A1136)

EÓGHAN MÓR (d. 195)

FTY792: 13>14

A541

FIACHU FIDHGHENID

UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE

(A1135)

FIACHA MUILLETHAN
(FIACHA FER DÁ LIACH, b. 195/196)

AILILL FLANN MOR

BRIÓN

FT7592 BY19775 A9424 & A11843 &

A2427 &

DYF393u3: 24>23 DYS442: 13>14 ≥ 10 equivs≥ 22 equivs

UÍ CHAIPRI AEBHDHA

DYS481: 22>23

(Hickey)

CAIRPRE AEBHDHA

A195

LUGHAIDH RUS CORMAC COSDAIRE

UÍ CHORMAIC UÍ CHONAILL GABHRA

FIR TAMNAIGH

(Clarke, Sheriff / 
Shreve, Hazzard) 

FERGHUSCORCC FINDHCHADH INTAT AÉDH ECHEN FIACHRA

ERC ECHENSÉTNACORMAC FINTAN CELLACHÁNECHENEIRBERTHI

(Note 41) (aka C. GOLL)
FERGHUSDÁIRE INTAT

(Note 42)
(Aber)

28 equivs

ROTANLONÁN MÁELODHRÁN

ARDA

FEIDHLIMIDH DAMH

DYS715: 24>25 UÍ MAC EIRCAILILL CENNFHOTA CORMAC

AÉDAN

A10641 &
≥ 6 equivs

(McAuliffe, McCarthy)

AENGHUS 
(d. 636)CDYb: 37>38

CONALLA88 (Z16254)

COLLINS

KENNEALLY

CUILÉN

DYS514: 17>18 

FTY1016: 10>11 

FTY233: 11>10 Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

UAINIDE 
(d. 982)

(Daly (Cluster 2 of 2))

COLLINS

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than is 
actually the case. 

LOCHLANN

A7755

DYF398A: 14>13

ANESLIS

A2295 

???

CATHAL CENN FÁELADH 
(d. 1000)

MURCHADH

AMHLAOIBH

DYS546u4: 18>15

DYS434: 9>10 

DYS512: 11>12 

(17916979-A-G)

DYS714: 25>26 

DYS650: 19>18 

A2219

(A12017)

AMHLAOIBH 
(d.1201)

DYS385b: 15>14

DYS712: 21>22

DYS449: 29>30

HAYES

CDYa: 36>34

Ó QUEALY

DYS389-2: 29>30

DYS458: 17>16

DYS514: 17>16 

DYS596u5: 10>11 

CATHAL

BY116118 
BY127607 
BY129654 

(Ó Connor, Hart, 
Griffin, Lawton, 

Collins)

CATHAL ANESLIS

(O'Donnell)

BY15518

A2294 

DYS459a: 9>8

DYS460: 11>10

DYS456: 16>17

DYS532: 14>15 

FTY289: 14>15 

(Ó Hourihane)

???

(Note 45)

BY2876

DYS485: 15>16

DYS518u3: 16>18 

(Calhoun, McDonald, Fitzgibbon, 
Fitzgerald)

712: 21>20 A155 
CDYb: 37>36

FTY665: 10>11 

Ó TR(E)ACY

488: 13>12 

706u2: 10>9 

FTY986: 12>11 

(Note 47)

UÍ RIACÁIN

DYS 437: 15->14

UÍ DONNABHÁIN

FT206072
BY81696 

BY104765 

DONNABHÁN (d. 978)

Estimated position for Riacán's line 
splitting from the Uí Donnabháin
lineage.

MÁEL OCHTRACH

MAC ERCC

MAONACH

CONCHRICH

GULBAN

(Bean, Hurley, 
McCarthy)

CATHAL

NIALL

Z17985 
ÁEDH RÓN

DUBH DÁ BAIRENN (d. 751)

Z17554 DYS462: 11>9 

BY44161 

BRODERICK

A12223 
A7660 

FT99207 
A12224 

RUS

DÁSACHTACH

(Daly (Cluster 1 of 
2))

DYS446: 13>14

DYS650: 19>18

UÍ CHINN 
FHÁELAIDH

(Bryan)

(d. 848)

RAGHNALL

UÍ COILEAN

DIARMUID

COLLINS

DRAIGNÉN 

TADHG of the 
PLAIN

COILEAN of 
KERRY

(Note 43b)

(Note 43b)

CAOLLUIGHE

DUINN

DUNADHACH

AMHLAOIBH

COLIEAN

CONOR

DYF406S1: 10>11

DYS572: 11>12

A5312 

CONOR ÓG

DOMHNALL

CONOR

SNÉIDGALCUANACH

AIRECHTACH

KEALLYMAC ENIRY

The Collins pedigree marked with Note 43a comes from Rawlinson B502 [5]; that with Note 43b from an unspecified source in reference [6].

(Note 42)

CONALL

CÉLEACHAR

CETHERNACH

Ó HEHIR

DIARMUID

TADHG

CONOR

RAGHNALL

NIALL

GIOLLACHTAN

DONNCHADH

(Note 43a)

COLMAN

SÉTNA

BUIGHE

HENRY, 
HENDREN

A153 

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

MAEL MUINE

TRESACH 
(d. 969)

MAEL SECHNALL

DONNACH (d. 
982)

(and / or)

MÁEL SUTHAN

MÁEL RUANAIDH

FLANNERY

FLANNABHRACONOR (d. 953)DYF382u1: 13>14 

FTY960: 17>14 

(Daley, Kirby, 
Coffey, Glennon)

UA CUILÉINDÚBARTHACH

MAEL CELLAIG 
(d. 829)

UÍ CIARMHACÁIN

FLANNABHRA (d. 
879)

BRAN (d. 855)

DYS413a: 23>21

DÚNADACH (d. 835)

SCANLÁN

DUBH DÁ 
BAIRENN 
(d. 832)

MAC INNERIGH

CORCU MUICEAD

UA CAOLLUIGHE

A5313 
FT34909 

DYS607: 15>14

CDYa: 36>37

CDYb: 37>38

GÉBENNACH
 (d. 916)

(Note 44)

MARCÁNDUACH

FT48495 

CIARMHACÁN (d. 906)

(d. 796) (d. 807)
A2288 A7754 &

BY34725 ≥10 equivs
SCANLÁN FT212634 MURCHADH GALLCHOBAR

DYS454: 11>12

LEDHBHAN
 (d. 786)

(Ó KIRWICK) / KERWICK / KIRBY

See Eóghanacht Áine, on 
Attachment 1

(Lynch, Lindsey)

OLCHOBAR

DYS446: 13>12

DUB INDRECHT (d. 732)

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  4a - UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE - WITH 5TH CENTURY DERIVATION OF UÍ 
CHONAILL GABHRA

Last updated: 14 April 2021



???

See Attachment 5 for details

Three alternative origins of Dedad, Dau and Der
MAINE MUNCHAOIN ???

See Attachment 1 for continuations

DYS533: 13>12

???

DYS533: 13>12

BERGÍNE (d. 921)

???

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies

Phylogenetic tree

Surname aligned.

Surname in this location currently misaligned.

No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

Sept or tribal name

GENERAL NOTES

1. OTHER ATTACHMENTS

2. 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHEY CLUSTER
4. 4a UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE -  WITH 5TH CENTURY DERIVATION OF UÍ CHONAILL GABHRA

5 UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 
5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES

41. In separate genealogies, each of these two Echens is indicated as the progenitor of the Fir Tamnaigh.
42. See text section 4.2.
43.
44. King of Uí Fhidhgheinte
45. King of Uí Chairpri
46. King of Gabhair / Uí Chonaill Gabhra
47. See reference [21] for source, and text section 4.5.

DATHLUATH 
A541 (Wood)

(of N E Co. Tipperary)

DUB INDRECHT (d. 732)
(d. 736)

ERC A195

 (aka C. GOLL)

LUGHAIDH S1121

(d.s.p. 378)

FIODACH

COLIEAN

CUANACH BÁETHÁN CONOR

FT87749 EÓGHANÁN (d. 
667)

ZZ70

DIARMUID
CDYb: 37>38

DUBH DÁ BAIRENN (d. 751) A1338 Z16255 MUIRITHE

The Collins pedigree marked with Note 43a comes from Rawlinson B502 [5]; that with Note 43b from an unspecified source in reference [6].

O CL(E)ARY 
O REGAN CLARKE

UÍ RIACÁIN

???

CLÉRCHINE

BY2876 DYS 607: 15->14

FTY775: 15>14 

(Note 44)

DYS627u3: 20>19 

CAIRPRE 
(d. 1014)
(Note 45)

RIACÁN DYS 437: 15->14

(Note 45)

SCANLÁN
 (d. 962)

DYS449: 29>30

DONNCHADH

TADHG of the 
PLAIN

UAINIDE 
(d. 982)

A7755

A2295 
DYF398A: 14>13

ANESLIS DYS714: 25>26 

DYS650: 19>18 

DYS712: 21>22

AMHLAOIBH

CDYa: 36>34

DYS518u3: 16>18 

GIOLLACHTANA2294 HAYES MÁEL SUTHAN
(17916979-A-G)

CATHAL

O CLERKIN

FT85796

A2219

A2219

FT74418 

(Note 43a)

DYS449: 29>30

DYS485: 15>16

???

MURCHADH (A12017)

CENN FÁELADH 
(d. 1000)

CUILÉN

(and / or)

KENNEALLY

UÍ CHINN 
FHÁELAIDH

CONOR (d. 953)UA CUILÉIN

FTY502: 11>12 

488: 13>12 

706u2: 10>9 

FTY986: 12>11 

BRAN (d. 855)

FTY289: 14>15 

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in 
location indicated.

BY15518

DIARMUID DYS385b: 15>14

712: 21>20 

RAGHNALL

MÁEL RUANAIDH NIALL

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or 
requires some distortion of source name.

A155 
CDYb: 37>36

FTY665: 10>11 

RAGHNALL

MÁEL RUANAIDH

CROM (d. 1254)

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     
In parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms 
and in DYZ19 region) 

DYS434: 9>10 

DYS512: 11>12 

DYS546u4: 18>15

(Bryan)

(O'Donnell)

(Daly (Cluster 2 of 2))

DYS514: 17>18 

FTY1016: 10>11 

FTY233: 11>10 Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through 
comparison with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

DYF406S1: 10>11

DYS572: 11>12

RAGNALL AMHLAOIBH 
(d.1201)(Tuohy / Twohy)

ERWIN, IRWIN

COLLINS

(Calhoun, McDonald, Fitzgibbon, 

Fitzgerald)

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel 
P McCarthy [3].

A5312 

(Note 43a)

O DONOVAN

UÍ CIARMHACÁIN

CATHAL ANESLIS LOCHLANN It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent 
than is actually the case. 

CONOR ÓG

(O Hourihane)

DONNABHÁN (d. 978) DÚBARTHACH

MAC ENIRY KEALLY
O QUEALY

(O Connor, Hart, 

Griffin, Lawton, 

Collins)

FT34909 
DYS607: 15>14

FT206072
BY81696 
BY104765 
BY116118 
BY127607 
BY129654 

DYS459a: 9>8

DYS460: 11>10

DYS456: 16>17

DYS532: 14>15 

CONOR FT33440 UÍ DONNABHÁIN
FT48494 

GUSSÁN CONORCATHAL

DYS495: 16>15 CDYb: 37>38

DYS389-2: 29>30 DYS413a: 23>21

DYS458: 17>16

(BY24785)
A2220

BRODERICK

A89 

MEIC CON

DÚNADACH (d. 835)

TRESACH (d. 
969) (Note 46)

DONNACH (d. 
982)  (Note 46)

FLANNERY

UAINIDE DÚNADACH

GILLA FURSU SÉTNA

CORCU MUICEAD

DYS576: 18>19

BILLRIN(BY23650)

446: 13>14 

552: 24>25 

FTY68: 11>12 

ÁEDH

DUBH DÁ 
BAIRENN 
(d. 832)

GÉBENNACH
 (d. 916)

COLLINS ECHTHIGIRN

(Lynch, Lindsey) (O KIRWICK) / KERWICK / KIRBY

NIALL CONALL O BRUADAIR CONIDHREACH

MAEL MUINE MAEL SECHNALL

DRAIGNÉN 
(d. 848)

See Eóghanacht Áine, on 
Attachment 1

A90 

h-ÍRAICH

 (Note 46)

 (Note 46)

 (Note 46)

FLANNABHRA

COILEAN of 
KERRY

A10727 MAC INNERIGH UA CAOLLUIGHE DOMHNALL CDYa: 36>37

A5313 

DYS446: 13>12

A2288 A7754 & FT212634 
BY34725 ≥10 equivs

CONMAN COMMÁN TADHG
BY44161 

DYS454: 11>12

COLMAN

AENGHUS 

DYS449: 29>30

(Daly (Cluster 1 

of 2))

DUNADHACH AÉDANNECHTAN 
CENNFHOTA

MAOLTUL BUIGHE

MÁELODHRÁN

CONAMHLACONALLACH

SNÉIDGAL ÉLÁDACH

DYS446: 13>14

DYS650: 19>18

MARCÁN

ROTANAMHLAOIBH

(Cremeen) FT99207 

CÚÁN (d. 645) CIGHU MÁEL OCHTRACH ECHDACH

LONÁN

FEIDHLIMIDH DAMH DUACHFEARGAL A12590 ÁEDH FTY927: 15>16 GRILLIN CONCHRICH

Suggested approximate position for
Ciarmhacán's line splitting from the Uí
Chairpri lineage: see text section 4.2

CLUASACH
CDYb: 37>38

UÍ CHONAILL GABHRA (Note 42)

(or Aenghus son of Lappa)

TREASSACH CRUNNMÁEL 
(d. 649)

A88 (Z16254) CONALL GULBAN

A761 MAC EIRC MAONACH(McAuliffe, McCarthy)

AILILL CENNFHOTA DYS715: 24>25 UÍ MAC EIRC

FERGHUSINTAT AÉDH ECHEN

(Note 43b)

MAC ERCC RUS CORMAC CAOLLUIGHE ARDA FT33478 FIACHRACH SÉTNA

FINDHCHADHBY19775FERGHUS COSDAIRE A9424 & A11843 &

LÁEGHAIRE

DÁSACHTACH BRION DUINN AÉDHBRÉNANN FTY66: 6>7 SINCHILL

CÉLEACHAR

CETHERNACH

O HEHIR
HENRY, 

HENDREN

CENN FÁELADH ( d. 774)

CATHAL

A12223 

AIRECHTACH MAÍNACH

(Coffey, Glennon)

FT8024 
Z17985 

(Bean, Hurley, 

McCarthy)

Z16259 
DYS456: 15>16

(Various) DYS712: 21>20 TUTHAL

FGC85559 BY42898 
DYS446: 14>15 A154 
DYS462: 11>9 Z17554 

EÓGHAN MÓR (d. 195)

FIACHA MUILLETHAN
(FIACHA FER DÁ LIACH, b. 195/196)

AILILL FLANN MOR

A10641 &
≥ 6 equivs

DYF393u3: 24>23

FT48495 

28 equivs

(Clarke, Sheriff / 

Shreve, Hazzard) 

FTY792: 13>14

CORMAC EIRBERTHI A2427 &

UÍ CHORMAIC DYS481: 22>23

UÍ COILEAN CONALLSÉTNA ECHEN ECHEN FINTAN

(A1136)

(Note 41)

A151

DER

CRIOMTHANN MONGFHINNE (f) UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
A663

BY43102 
A956 

DYS714: 25>26 

UÍ BRACCÁN UÍ FIACHACH ÉILEECHU LIATHÁN

(Hickey)

CELLACHÁN TRIAN

(Aber)

DYS612u5: 27>28

DYS442: 13>14 ≥ 22 equivs ≥ 10 equivs
CORMAC CORCC

UÍ DEDAID

UÍ CHAIPRI AEBHDHA FIR TAMNAIGH

CAIRPRE AEBHDHA FT7592 LUGHAIDH RUS DÁIRE INTAT FIACHRA

???

DAIRE CERBBA DEDAD

(Twins, one and same, or father and son?) UÍ LIATHÁIN

FIACHU FIDHGHENID (A1135)

DAU

DYS624: 9>10 UÍ AILELLA

BRIÓN SÉTNA

AILILL BRACCAN
Z21065

ERC AEDH DUBH

O TR(E)ACY

Z16256 

Estimated position for Riacán's
line splitting from the Uí
Donnabháin lineage.

d.s.p.? AILILL FLANN BEC

AILILL AENGHUS LAPPAE

 (Note 44)

 (Note 46)

(Note 44)

DO(I)NENNACH (d. 683)

    CONALL GABHRA (d. 701)

FLANNABHRA 
(d. 879)

MAEL CELLAIG 
(d. 829)

LEDHBHAN
 (d. 786) (d. 796) (d. 807)

TUATHCHAR

BADHBHCHADH

SCANLÁN

CAOINEALADH

 (Note 45)

 (Note 46)

MURCHADH

(Note 47)

A7660 

A12225 
DYS464d: 17>18

DYS442: 13>12

DYS549: 13>12 

DYS452: 30>29 

FTY117: 13>12 

(Crowley,

McCarthy Cnoic)

(BY2878)

SCANLÁN

FTY354: 11>12

FLANN (d. 762)

A12224 

BY23574 ÁEDH RÓN

FT76192 

CIARMHACÁN (d. 906)

GALLCHOBAROLCHOBAR

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  4b - UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE - WITH POSTULATED 7TH CENTURY DERIVATION 
OF UÍ CHONAILL GABHRA
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See Attachment 1 for continuations

???

Three alternative origins of Dedad, Dau and Der

MAINE MUNCHAOIN ???

See Attachment 4 for details

DYS533: 13>12

???

CAIRPRE COÉL

???

MAC DROCHÍN

CELTCHAR SUIBHNNE

LEGEND:
'Historical' tree, based on various ancient genealogies

Phylogenetic tree

∆ DYS389: 16>17 DYS442: 13>12 OTHER ATTACHMENTS
TOLAMHNACH (d. 645) chief of U.L.
DUNGALACH (d.760) chief of U.L. 1 OVERALL SCHEME AND HAPLOGROUP Z16251 DETAILS EXCEPT EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL     
CAIRPRE, son of MAEL PATRAIC (d.944) king of U.L. GENERAL NOTES 2a/b EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF SMALL O SULLIVAN CLUSTER
MUIRCHERTACH s/o ANMCHADH (d. 1015) king of U.L. 3a/b/c EÓGHANACHT CHAISÍL - WITH ALIGNMENT OF O DENNEHEY CLUSTER
MUIREDEACH UA hANMCHADHA (d. 1065) king of U.L. 1. Surname aligned. 4a/b UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE
CONOR UA hANMCHADHA (d. 1096) king of U.L.
MUIRCHERTACH UA CINAEDA (d. 1127) royal heir of U.L. 2.

3. The spelling of first millenium names is 'nominal'. It may reflect Irish of different periods and / or transcribers' preferences and may vary from one instance to another. 
4. Surname in this location currently misaligned.

5. Alignment of the branching of the two trees is generally approximate. More information may be given in the text. No alignment of surname observed in this location as yet.

DIAGRAM SPECIFIC NOTES Sept or tribal name

51. As suggested at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uí_Liatháin

Z36987 

TRIAN EOCHUID 
CHOSS

MAC 
SROBHTHÁN

FIACHU

MAC
 CÁIRTHIND

MAC
 DRAIGNÉN

ÓENGUS
BRECC

one or other 

AILILL FERADAIGH ÓENGUS

GALLCHÚ

DYS458: 17>16

BY139 A743

FTY1025: 12>13 

DYS627u3: 20>19 

CDYb: 37>36

FERGUS TUILE

GANEMACH FIACHRA

COLMÁN

AILCHÓ

FIACHNA

CRUNNMÁEL

AIGHNIDH

CÚÁN

UÍ DALLÁIN

RUSS

AIGHNIDH

TRIAN

NIALLGHUS SCANDAL EOCHAID

FINÁN CÁECH

BÁETHÍN

CÚÁNFIACHRACH 
CARRÍN

ÓENGHUS MUIREDACH

FIACHNA

TÓIMMÍN COMMÁN BÁETH COCHLÁN CUIMMÍN

BÁETÁN

CRUNNMÁEL

A716

GLASHAN, 
GLEESON & var.

(Note 51)Co. Kerry Neighbouring Imokilly, East Cork

(then FT47674 & others)

O CONNELL

TORPADH FLAITHNIA

FINNÁN

FTY110: 13>14 

CONALL

A7659 

TUATHAL ANMCHADH (d. 750)

CDYa: 36>35

UA CINAEDA

UÍ BREASAIL

CONALL DIBCHÍNE MAINE

FOGARTACH

CORC

CAPRE CHÍUL

DALLÁN

CAIPPRI SINICH

MAC CÁRTHINN
(CRIMTHANN DREC DELETH)

???

FURUDRÁN

FERGHNA

ÁEDH

MÁEL DOBORCHON

MÁEL RUAIN

BRANDUBH

LUGHAIDH

EOCHUIDHLIBER

MEIC ONCHON GOBBÁN FINN

ÉOGHAN 
ALBANACH

CÚ CHORP A714

A717

FT74196 &

A715

FGC29767 &
≥ 20 equivs (Morrissey)

UÍ CORRAÍN

FÁELCHAD MÓR

Original sources for the genealogies may be fictitious, or simply erroneous. As explained in the text, it is the purpose of this exercise to detect those which may be valid through comparison 
with genetic data. Alternative sources may suggest 'historical' tree configurations other than shown here. 

( d. 790)
FLANNCHADH

UÍ GLAISSÍIN

???

(Outer Hebrides)

(MacAulay) Morrisson

FGC29773

O CORRÁIN, 
CURRAN

???

(Note 51)

It is possible that the ancient genealogies entirely omit some generations. If and where this occurred, the succession of SNPs and STR mutations would then appear to be more frequent than 
is actually the case. 

The majority of dates are taken from the Annals of Innisfallen or the Annals of the Four Masters. Some have been subject to chronological correction as suggested by the work of Daniel P 
McCarthy [3].

([Surname] ) Surname found on phylogenetic tree but no known references derived from ancient genealogies in location 
indicated.

7 equivs

BRAZIL
ÁEDH FINN CINÁEDH DOMHNALL

Mutation in the haplogroup of R-S1115,    Bold type face - SNPs.      Normal type face - STR mutations.     In 
parenthesis - Mutations not used in frequency or dating calculations (e.g. SNPs on palindromic arms and in 
DYZ19 region) 

Weak evidence of potential surname alignment, e.g. single instance later in second millenium or requires 
some distortion of source name.

UÍ CUIRP

BUIRICH

AILILL ÓENGHUS CANAINN DERO

B42

ECHACH FIACHRA

NÓESBRESSAL ÁEDH FEIDHLIMIDHFACHTNA TRIAN MAINE TRIAN MEIC CAILLE LÁEGHAIRE

UÍ THASSAIGH

SENCHOIRPRE

DYS712: 21>20 

DYS541: 12>13

DYS627u3: 20>21

CRUNNÁEL RUISSÍNE DÚNCHADH UÍ ANMCHADHA

ÓENGUS EOGHAN

CERCCÁN

RÓNÁN SUIBHNE SENACH ONCHÚ ÉOGHAN(ÁN) FÁELGUINEFITHLO DÍBICHÁN FERGHUS CONALL LAPPA UILIDE

BLATHMAC

BLATHMEIC

DÁIRE

DUB LASRA

MÁEL DÚN

LUGHDÉN GALLCHÚ ÁLÍNE

CARN CRIMTHAINN 

LUGHAIDH

MIANNACH FINNÁN MÓENACH MÁR

BRACCÁN

DYS627u3: 20>19

SCANDAL MEIC LASRE ÁEDH DÍCOLL FÁELÁN CUILÍNCUIMMÍN MITHIGEÁN

FTY1094: 15>14

CDYb: 37>36

DYS650: 19>18

CASSÁN

DYS548: 14>13 

CUÁN

FERGNAE SENACH
DORANMÁR

BÁETH

AILILL TASSACH

ÁEDH SCELLÁN MÓENCHÍNE

EOGHAN

MAINE TIGERNACH

CORP CONALL CRIMTHANN SLÉIBH

CAUSÁN

CRÓN

DYS565: 11>12

CDYb: 37>38 

FIACHRA NAD FRAÍCH
A12018

FGC29768

FT11485 

NATH Í 
SENCHROCCEN

DALLCHORMAC BLATHMAC ECHDACH FIDHCHELLACHCAILLÍN DUBH CRIMTHANN MÓR

TRICHÍNE

COLMÁN

UÍ THRENA UÍ MEIC CAILLEMEIC BRÓCC TIGERNACH NAINNID FEIDHLIMIDH COBHTHACH

DATHLUATH 
d.s.p.? AILILL FLANN BEC    UÍ DEDAID

Z21065
FIACHU FIDHGHENID

either  / or 

(N E Tipperary)

DYS624: 9>10

DYS612u5: 27>28

UÍ AILELLA UÍ BRACCÁN

(A1136)

A541 (Wood)

(to the east of Eóghanacht Chaisíl lands)

A663

UÍ FHIDHGHEINTE (Twins, one and same, or father and son?)

AILILL BRACCAN

DEDAD DER DAU

CRIOMTHANN MONGFHINNE (f)
(d.s.p. 378)

UÍ LIATHÁIN UÍ FIACHACH ÉILE

(A1135) ECHU LIATHÁN
A151

EÓGHAN MÓR (d. 195)

FIACHA MUILLETHAN
(FIACHA FER DÁ LIACH, b. 195/196)

AILILL FLANN MOR

LUGHAIDH S1121 FIODACH
???

DAIRE CERBBA

FTY792: 13>14

ALIGNMENTS WITH GENEALOGIES OF DESCENT FROM AILILL ÓLOM

ATTACHMENT  5 - UÍ LIATHÁIN AND UÍ DEDAID 

Last updated: 14 April 2021


